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Abstract

The aperiodic nature of geomagnetic field variations, both in intensity and
direction, can aid in dating archaeological artefacts, volcanic rocks, and sed-
iment records that carry a palaeomagnetic signal. The success of palaeo-
magnetic dating relies upon our knowledge of past field variations at specific
locations. Regional archaeo- and palaeomagnetic reference curves and pre-
dictions from global geomagnetic field models provide our best description
of field variations through the Holocene. State-of-the-art palaeomagnetic
laboratory practices and accurate independent age controls are prerequisites
for deriving reliable reference curves and models from archaeological, vol-
canic, and sedimentary palaeomagnetic data. In this review paper we give
an overview of these prerequisites and the available reference curves and mod-
els, discuss techniques for palaeomagnetic dating, and outline its limitations.
In particular, palaeomagnetic dating on its own cannot give unique results,
but rather serves to refine or confirm ages obtained by other methods. Owing
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to the non-uniform character of magnetic field variations in different regions,
care is required when choosing a palaeomagnetic dating curve, so that the
distance between the dating curve and the record to be dated is not too
large. Accurate reporting and incorporation of new, independently dated
archaeo- and palaeomagnetic results into databases will help to improve ref-
erence curves and global models for all regions on Earth.

Keywords: Geochronology, Palaeomagnetic dating, Archaeomagnetic
dating, Palaeosecular Variation

1. Introduction1

Earth’s magnetic field, also known as the geomagnetic field, is primarily2

generated in Earth’s molten convecting metallic outer core. As fired archae-3

ological materials and igneous rocks cool, and sediments are deposited at4

Earth’s surface, assemblages of magnetic iron oxide minerals within them5

have the capacity to record the past geomagnetic field (known as the palaeo-6

magnetic field). In addition, chemical sedimentary rocks, such as flowstones7

or speleothems, which form through the precipitation of minerals, have the8

potential to record the palaeomagnetic field and are used in an increasing9

number of studies (e.g. Lascu and Feinberg, 2011; Ponte et al., 2018; Zanella10

et al., 2018). Although the age of the first magnetization recorded on Earth11

(∼4.2 Ga) is currently debated (Tarduno et al., 2015; Weiss et al., 2018) the12

Earth is likely to have had a magnetic field as long ago as 3.5 Ga (Tarduno13

et al., 2010).14

The geomagnetic field is a vector field and three convenient quantities to15

describe it are declination, inclination, and intensity (Fig. 1a). Declination is16

the angle of the vector eastward of geographic north in the horizontal plane.17

Inclination is the angle between the vector and Earth’s surface (positive18

downward). The field intensity (strength) is the magnitude of the vector.19

Over its long history the geomagnetic field has varied through time, mak-20

ing its behaviour useful for geochronological applications. Core field vari-21

ations occur on timescales of months to millions of years (Constable and22

Johnson, 2005) and the field varies non-uniformly over the globe. The mag-23

nitude of these changes can vary significantly and there is a range of rates24

of change. Variations of the core magnetic field over months and longer, as25

observed in modern measurements, are known as secular variation. Varia-26

tions in the palaeomagnetic field prior to direct measurements are named27
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic representation of a magnetic field vector in a geographic coordinate
system and definitions of declination, inclination, and intensity. (b) Geocentric dipole
configuration for the geomagnetic field. In this example, geographic north is offset from
geomagnetic north (the dipole axis is tilted) by a similar amount to today. Field lines are
not shown in the source region of the geodynamo, the outer core.

palaeosecular variation (PSV). The term in general describes variations on28

centennial timescales and longer, because higher frequency variations cannot29

be resolved from archaeological artefacts, volcanic rocks, and sediments that30

record the palaeomagnetic field. More extreme palaeomagnetic field changes31

are field reversals and excursions. Reversals are defined by a complete swap32

of the magnetic poles, i.e., north and south poles change position. Geo-33

magnetic excursions also involve extreme field changes with some directions34

suggesting a partially or fully reversed polarity; however, unlike reversals, the35

field recovers to its original polarity rather than switching poles for a pro-36

longed time period. Reduced intensity commonly accompanies the direction37

variations of both reversals and excursions (e.g., Roberts, 2008; Brown et al.,38

2009; Channell et al., 2010; Laj and Channell, 2015). Reversals and excur-39

sions have been widely used as chronologically useful stratigraphic markers40

(e.g. Lowrie, 2007; Florindo and Roberts, 2005; Mazaud et al., 2002; Collins41

et al., 2012). In this paper, however, we focus on the Holocene (past ∼1242

kyr) when such extreme geomagnetic variations did not occur.43

PSV has been used to provide age constraints on archaeomagnetic mate-44

rials, volcanic rocks, and sediments on timescales of hundreds to thousands of45

years. By determining the declination, inclination, and palaeointensity (the46
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field strength in the past) recorded by materials with unknown ages, these47

parameters can be compared with known (independently dated) records of48

field change, and an age can be assigned. This method of dating is known49

as archaeomagnetic dating or palaeomagnetic dating and was originally pro-50

posed by Thellier (1938). However, as often noted, palaeomagnetic field evo-51

lution cannot give unique age information because values of field intensity52

and directions recur over time (e.g., Aitken, 1970; Thellier, 1977; Clark et al.,53

1988), even though variations are not periodic. It has been suggested, e.g.,54

by Emile Thellier (see Aitken, 1970) that “the term ‘magnetic dating’ should55

be used with reserve”. The term magnetic age refinement is more precise56

because the method can only be applied to materials that can be allocated57

to a certain archaeological or geological epoch by other methods. Note, that58

on even longer timescales than considered here the term palaeomagnetic dat-59

ing is also used when virtual geomagnetic pole positions from ancient rocks,60

combined to form apparent polar wander paths, or the geomagnetic polarity61

timescale (e.g. Cande and Kent, 1995; Ogg, 2012) are used for assigning or62

refining chronologies.63

A complication in palaeomagnetic age refinement is that field variations64

are non-uniform across the globe (as illustrated in Section 2). Although65

the geomagnetic field is dominated by a simple dipole geometry, more com-66

plex fields, known as non-dipole fields (see Section 2), contribute to regional67

differences in field structure, which cannot be neglected if PSV is used for68

chronology. Geomagnetic field evolution can only be used to refine ages if a69

reliable PSV reference curve exists for the region of interest. Reference curves70

can be produced in several ways: (a) regional curves based on archaeomag-71

netic and volcanic data; (b) regional stacks of sediment records; (c) global72

stacks of sediment data, which may or may not incorporate constraints from73

absolute palaeointensity data; or (d) combining all available data in regional74

or global inverse magnetic field models. Note, that in the context of this75

paper and the timescales we are dealing with the term palaeomagnetic ref-76

erence curve always refers to curves of continuous time variations in field77

direction and/or intensity. There are two main aspects that must be consid-78

ered when developing a palaeomagnetic reference curve: (1) the reliability79

of the palaeomagnetic data determined in the laboratory, and (2) the accu-80

racy and uncertainties of ages assigned to the data by, e.g., archaeological or81

radiometric methods. These aspects are discussed in Sections 3 and 4.82

Archaeomagnetic dating curves have been used for age refinement since83

the 1960s and are now a common part of archaeological studies. In some84
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countries, e.g., the UK, archaeomagnetic dating curves have been used by85

governmental heritage agencies as part of the procedure of age refinement86

for artefacts (see, Batt et al., 2017). Some recent applications have been87

to refine the ages of archaeological structures (e.g., Carrancho et al., 2017;88

Hammond et al., 2017; Principe et al., 2018), to place age constraints on89

human activities (Peters et al., 2018), habitation of peoples in certain areas,90

e.g., through investigation of burial contexts (Goguitchaichvili et al., 2017b),91

and cultural practices (Goguitchaichvili et al., 2017a).92

A growing number of reference curves and global geomagnetic field mod-93

els have been published over recent years, with particular focus on either the94

most recent few millennia for which many archaeomagnetic data are avail-95

able or extended to the entire Holocene where sediment records are dominant.96

These curves and models offer new possibilities for palaeomagnetic chronol-97

ogy refinement, but caveats exist. In this paper, we review the possibilities98

and limitations of archaeo- and palaeomagnetic age refinement on centennial99

to millennial timescales during the Holocene.100

Following an introduction to global and regional aspects of the geomag-101

netic field (Section 2), we briefly summarize the work-flow used to obtain102

high quality archaeo- and palaeomagnetic data and outline characteristics of103

different data types (Section 3). PSV can only be used for geochronological104

applications if an independent chronology of (regional) magnetic field evo-105

lution has first been established; Section 4 is dedicated to this requirement.106

In Section 5 we give an overview of palaeomagnetic reference curves, stacks,107

and models and give examples of how they have been used to refine chronolo-108

gies for different applications. Through an analysis of spatial and temporal109

field variability (Section 6), we provide guidelines on the limits of correlating110

palaeomagnetic data to reference records. Our conclusions include require-111

ments for future improvements of geomagnetic field models and reference112

curves to serve as age refinement tools.113

2. The geomagnetic field114

In its simplest form the global geomagnetic field can be imagined as hav-115

ing a structure similar to a bar magnet placed at Earth’s centre (Fig. 1b).116

This structure is referred to as a dipole. Over geological timescales a dipolar117

field is considered a reasonable assumption and forms the basis of the geo-118

centric axial dipole (GAD) approximation, where the dipole axis aligns with119

Earth’s rotation axis. This configuration results in spatially simple patterns120
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of declination, inclination, and intensity at Earth’s surface (Fig. 2a). Under121

the GAD assumption, declination is zero across Earth’s surface. Inclina-122

tion, I, and field intensity, F , are related to latitude λ or colatitude θ (with123

θ = 90◦ − λ) at Earth’s radius r by124

tanI = 2tanλ (1)

and125

F =
µ0P

4πr3

√
1 + 3cos2θ, (2)

where P is the dipole moment of the field and µ0 the vacuum permeabil-126

ity. Inclination is positive in the northern hemisphere and negative in the127

southern hemisphere, with zero inclination along the equator, increasing in128

absolute magnitude toward the poles. Intensity is minimum at the equator129

and increases toward the poles.130

In reality the dipole is rarely aligned with Earth’s rotation axis. For131

example, applying the dipole assumption to today’s field results in a deviation132

of the geomagnetic north pole (i.e., the axis of the approximated dipole field)133

by approximately 10◦ from the geographic north pole, with its calculated134

location over Ellesmere Island, northern Canada. Although the surface field135

of the approximated tilted dipole is still spatially simple, the tilt of the dipole136

axis adds a small degree of complexity (Fig. 2b). Declination is non-zero, site137

dependent, and becomes larger in the polar regions. Inclination and intensity138

retain their latitudinal dependent structures; however, the magnetic equator139

undulates and is offset from the geographic equator.140

Reducing the geomagnetic field to a (tilted) dipole is conceptually straight-141

forward; however, the global field structure at Earth’s surface has more com-142

plexity and spatial variation than can be explained by a dipole alone (Fig. 2c),143

as illustrated in maps derived from the International Geomagnetic Reference144

Field, 12th generation (IGRF-12) for 2015 (Thébault et al., 2015). The tilted145

dipole accounts for ∼93% of the present day geomagnetic main field power at146

Earth’s surface (excluding lithospheric and external sources). The remainder147

after subtraction of the best-fit dipole or tilted dipole is referred to as the148

non-axial-dipole or non-dipole field, respectively. This consists of spatially149

smaller scale structures, which can be described mathematically, e.g., by a150

sum of increasingly small-scale spherical harmonic functions, as quadrupoles,151

octupoles, etc. Merrill and McFadden (2005) give visual examples of these152

structures. The field structure at Earth’s surface can be thought of as a153

combination of fields with different geometries and magnitudes. Non-dipole154
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Figure 2: Declination, inclination, and intensity at Earth’s surface from the International
Geomagnetic Reference Field model (IGRF-12) for 2015 (Thébault et al., 2015) for three
cases: (a) the axial dipole contribution alone; (b) the tilted dipole contribution alone; and
(c) all dipole and non-dipole contributions.

field structures result in a global geomagnetic field that can vary signifi-155

cantly with location (Fig. 2c). This is important to consider when assessing156

field behaviour at globally disparate locations; a topic that will be revisited157

throughout this article. A clear example of how the non-dipole field can158

influence global field structures is the intensity minimum called the South159

Atlantic Anomaly that is visible in today’s field (Fig. 2c). The influence160

of the non-dipole field results in an offset between the locations where the161

measured geomagnetic field is vertical (inclination = ±90
◦
), known as the162

dip poles or magnetic poles, and the geomagnetic poles calculated assuming163

a geocentric dipole (Fig. 3). Geomagnetic poles will always be antipodal to164

each other, whereas non-dipole components result in north and south mag-165

netic poles that are frequently not antipodal.166

A comparison of palaeomagnetic results from different locations is not167
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straightforward using directional or intensity data because the dipole contri-168

bution causes clear (mainly latitudinal) inclination and intensity differences,169

e.g., the field intensity at the equator today is about 30 µT, but is closer170

to 65 µT around the poles (Fig. 2a and b). The concepts of virtual dipole171

moment (VDM), virtual axial dipole moment (VADM), and virtual geomag-172

netic pole (VGP) can be used to eliminate geographic variations due to a173

dipole field from intensity and directional data, respectively. A VADM rep-174

resents the dipole moment of a pure axial dipole field with the observed site175

intensity. It can be obtained from an intensity measurement F considering176

the site colatitude θ,177

V ADM =
4πr3

µ0

√
1 + 3cos2θ

(3)

(see also eq. 2). A VDM represents the dipole moment of a tilted dipole,178

where information about the tilt comes from knowledge of the site inclination,179

mathematically expressed as site colatitude:180

cotθ =
tanI

2
(4)

in eq. 3 (see eq. 1). A VGP is the geomagnetic pole location if the observed181

field direction at a site was due to a pure tilted dipole field and can be182

calculated from the palaeomagnetic declination and inclination together with183

site latitude and longitude (see, e.g., Butler, 1992; Merrill et al., 1996, for184

all equations). Conveniently, the programs di vgp.py and b vdm.py from185

the PmagPy collection of palaeomagnetic programs by Tauxe et al. (2016)186

(Appendix B) can be used to transform directions to VGPs and intensity to187

VDM or VADM. If declination is not available, as is the case with azimuthally188

un-oriented sediment cores and partly oriented archaeological artefacts (e.g.,189

bricks or potsherds where only the vertical, but not the horizontal orientation190

during firing can be estimated), the so-called inclination anomaly can be191

determined by subtracting the axial dipole inclination for the site latitude192

from inclination data.193

For a perfectly dipolar field, declination and inclination from globally194

distributed sites would result in the same VGP latitude and longitude, cor-195

responding to the actual geomagnetic pole. Similarly, VDM values from196

intensities all over the globe would give the true dipole moment; this is only197

true for VADM values if the pure dipole field is not tilted away from the198
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rotation axis. The influence of the non-dipole field results in differences and199

differing variations in VGP, VDM, and VADM depending on the location.200

In Fig. 3 we demonstrate three examples of how VGPs calculated from di-201

rectional data at different sites deviate from the actual geomagnetic pole for202

the present day field (underlain is the declination map from IGRF 2015, as203

shown in Fig. 2c).204

For chronological applications, the concepts of VDM, VADM, and VGP205

are useful under the assumption that non-dipole variations are the same at206

the compared locations. More generally, they can be used to investigate207

the varying influence of non-dipole fields at different locations. Determining208

VADMs, VDMs, and VGPs from large numbers of palaeomagnetic results209

provides information about how well the GAD approximation holds. Large210

scatter in such data sets indicates strong non-dipole PSV, and systematic211

deviations of the mean VGP from the rotation axis point to persistent non-212

axial-dipole contributions.213

As illustrated in this section the GAD approximation, and transforma-214

tions of the data to VDMs, VADMs, and VGPs can be extremely useful215

in removing the largest expected geographic field variations. However, we216

must note a significant limitation. Despite widespread application of the217

GAD approximation within the palaeomagnetic community, it is unclear over218

how long the field must be averaged or even whether this assumption is al-219

ways valid. 10,000 years has often been considered long enough (e.g., Merrill220

et al., 1996). However, existing averages of both global Holocene data and221

field models depart systematically from the GAD average (Constable et al.,222

2016). The most pronounced (and widely agreed upon) contribution is that223

of an average axial quadrupole, which contributes to stronger average fields224

in the northern hemisphere than in the south, but there are also indications225

of longitudinal field variability, with weaker average fields in the western Pa-226

cific than in the east. Additionally, there are signs of greater overall PSV227

activity in the southern hemisphere, and lower variability in the Pacific hemi-228

sphere (Constable et al., 2016). Studies based on older lava flow data provide229

strong indications that such departures from GAD spatial structure extend230

to million year timescales (Cromwell et al., 2018). It is therefore important231

to consider that there remains no clear consensus on whether and on what232

timescale the GAD approximation can be considered adequate.233
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3. Palaeomagnetic data and work flow234

Palaeomagnetic data come from two main sources: (i) thermal remanent235

magnetizations (TRMs) preserved in burnt archaeological materials (e.g.,236

pottery) and igneous rocks which provide spot readings of the field in time237

and (ii) depositional remanent magnetizations (DRMs) acquired in sedi-238

ments. Palaeomagnetic data obtained from non-clastic sedimentary rocks,239

such as flowstones and speleothems, which carry a chemical remanent mag-240

netization, are a minor contributor to the global data set. The discrete or241

continuous nature of these recording mechanisms and the spatial and tem-242

poral distribution of archaeomagnetic, volcanic, and sediment data results in243

different insights into the palaeomagnetic field and, therefore, their applica-244

tion to palaeomagnetic dating.245

3.1. Archaeological material and volcanic rocks246

Archaeological materials and volcanic rocks acquire a TRM on initial247

cooling or after reheating (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). This can result in248

a strong and geologically stable remanence. This remanence is acquired in-249

stantly on geological timescales and allows recovery of well-defined snapshots250

of direction and intensity. The thermal nature of the remanence allows ‘ab-251

solute’ palaeointensity estimates to be made by replacing the original TRM252

with a laboratory TRM acquired by heating in the laboratory in a known253

field (see Tauxe and Yamazaki, 2015). However, the archaeomagnetic and254

volcanic record is fragmented in time and each palaeomagnetic estimate re-255

quires an independent date. Lavas provide only spot readings in time and256

may lack any stratigraphic control, and there can often be hundreds to thou-257

sands of years between eruptions of lavas at the same or nearby locations.258

Similarly, palaeomagnetic data from archaeological materials often come from259

archaeological sites that were active for only certain periods of time. Data260

density also depends on age. Data from archaeological materials are abun-261

dant over the past 2000 years, but decline rapidly for older ages, with few262

data prior to 10 ka (see Section 5, Fig. 4 and Brown et al., 2015b). Palaeo-263

magnetic data from igneous rocks are also fewer with increasing age; however,264

they span much of geological time. Beyond the Holocene, they are the main265

materials that provide palaeomagnetic data based on a thermal remanence.266

Data from archaeological materials and volcanic rocks are also spatially de-267

pendent. Centres of human activity govern the location of archaeological268

materials, with the global data set dominated by data from Europe (≈50%269
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of all archaeomagnetic data from the past 10 kyr), North America, China,270

and Japan (see Section 5 and Fig 4). Volcanic data are dominantly from ge-271

ographically localized areas such as Hawaii, Japan, Mexico, Canary Islands,272

France, Iceland, and the western United States.273

Volcanic and archaeological samples are recovered in various ways de-274

pending on material type. Providing that a sample is drilled or cut from275

an in-situ structure (e.g., a lava flow or kiln), the physical orientation of the276

sample may also be recorded, e.g., using a sun compass or a magnetic com-277

pass (e.g., Turner et al., 2015b; English Heritage, 2006). In that case the full278

vector palaeomagnetic signal might be determined, otherwise the sample can279

only be used for palaeointensity determination.280

3.2. Sediments281

In contrast to palaeomagnetic data from archaeological materials and vol-282

canic rocks, the process by which sediments acquire a magnetization is not283

fully understood (see, e.g., Roberts et al., 2013; Tauxe and Yamazaki, 2015),284

despite considerable work to understand the issues that influence sediment285

remanence acquisition (e.g. Egli and Zhao, 2015; Zhao et al., 2016; Valet286

et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2017). The overriding principle is that some frac-287

tion of magnetic particles aligns with the geomagnetic field after their last288

disruption event after deposition as sediment. The final alignment may oc-289

cur near the sediment-water interface and the remanence is ‘locked in’ at this290

time (a detrital remanent magnetization) or it may continue during burial291

with the final lock-in occurring at some depth within the sediment (a post-292

depositional remanence).293

Sediments are usually collected in gravity or piston cores, from which294

discrete cubes (typically 6 to 8 cm3) or a long strip of sediment (known as295

a u-channel (Tauxe et al., 1983; Nagy and Valet, 1993)) can be extracted by296

carefully pushing plastic samples into the split-half of a sediment core. In297

some locations it is possible to directly sample exposed sections of sediments.298

On long timescales, sediment data are primarily from marine environments,299

whereas on shorter timescales such as during the Holocene sedimentary data300

sets are dominated by cores from lacustrine environments. The latter of-301

ten have higher sedimentation rates that can resolve decadal to centennial302

scale magnetic field variations. The advantage that sediment palaeomag-303

netic records have over archaeomagnetic and volcanic data is that they are304

quasi-continuous and can span thousands to hundreds of thousands of years305
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depending on the setting. An additional advantage is that the stratigraphic306

order of palaeomagnetic observations is known.307

However, all sediment palaeomagnetic records are a smoothed represen-308

tation of the field to some degree. This is a result of the remanence ac-309

quisition process (Roberts and Winklhofer, 2004; Roberts et al., 2013) and310

the method of measurement. Both of these issues depend on sedimentation311

rate: the lower the sedimentation rate, the greater the smoothing. In addi-312

tion to natural processes that influence remanence acquisition, the method of313

sampling and measurement can also cause smoothing of the palaeomagnetic314

record. For a discrete cube sample the magnetometer measures the magne-315

tization acquired over a period of time dependent on the sedimentation rate316

and the length of the specimen. For example, for a core with sedimentation317

rate of 20 cm/ka sampled with continuous discrete specimens at a 2 cm spac-318

ing, the averaging will be 100 years. For u-channel measurements the core319

is passed through the magnetometer and measurements are made at a set320

spacing (Weeks et al., 1993; Nagy and Valet, 1993). As the sediment in the u-321

channel is a continuous sample and the magnetometer sensor has a response322

function of a few centimetre width, the sensor integrates the magnetization323

on either side of the point directly below the sensor. A highly smoothed324

record can result. Moreover, remanence acquisition in sediments may be de-325

layed compared to sediment age as a result of post-depositional processes326

(see, e.g., Tauxe and Yamazaki, 2015; Suganuma et al., 2010; Roberts et al.,327

2013; Mellström et al., 2015; Nilsson et al., 2018). This must be considered328

when determining age models for palaeomagnetic records.329

3.3. Laboratory experiments and methods330

The weak natural remanent magnetization (NRM) of palaeomagnetic331

samples is measured with highly sensitive cryogenic or spinner magnetome-332

ters (e.g., Turner et al., 2015b). Depending on the sample type it is common333

practice to use stepwise thermal or alternating field (AF) demagnetization to334

remove magnetic overprints associated with coring, transportation/storage,335

or secondary heating events. Demagnetization data are analysed using or-336

thogonal projections (e.g. Zijderveld, 1967), where horizontal and vertical337

magnetization components are simultaneously projected and NRM compo-338

nents can be separated. To determine the direction of the “characteristic”339

remanent magnetization (ChRM), principal component analysis (PCA) is340

commonly used to find the best least-squares line fit through the demagne-341

tization data (Kirschvink, 1980). However, in many early studies demagne-342
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tization data were taken at a single AF or heating step once any viscous343

magnetization had been removed and the directional data appeared stable.344

Such approaches are no longer used and detailed stepwise demagnetization345

is carried out to ensure that a reliable ChRM is obtained. The experimen-346

tal error of a PCA line fit is represented by the maximum angular deviation347

(MAD), which is calculated from the variance of the data around the principal348

axis. Improvements to common practices for obtaining realistic uncertainty349

estimates from PCA have recently been proposed by Heslop and Roberts350

(2016a,b).351

To assess the reliability of the palaeomagnetic signal and to determine352

the grain size and composition of magnetic components within a specimen353

(remanence carrying or otherwise), various rock magnetic analyses are com-354

monly employed. In general, similar rock magnetic methods can be used for355

archaeological materials, volcanic rocks, and sediments. Thermomagnetic356

analysis (measurement of an induced magnetization or susceptibility across357

a range of temperatures), allows the Curie temperature (or temperatures)358

of assemblages of magnetic grains to be determined and their mineral com-359

position inferred. Through comparison of magnetization during heating and360

cooling, the propensity for thermal alteration can be assessed. This is im-361

portant for understanding whether absolute palaeointensity experiments are362

likely to be successful (Tauxe and Yamazaki, 2015). Magnetic grain size can363

be determined by a number of methods, including hysteresis measurements364

(Jackson and Solheid, 2010; Paterson et al., 2018), FORC diagrams (Roberts365

et al., 2000, 2014), AF demagnetization of NRM and anhysteretic rema-366

nent magnetization (ARM), and isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM)367

acquisition. Over the past 20 years increasingly sophisticated methods and368

analysis techniques have been developed to investigate magnetic grain assem-369

blages in rocks and sediments (e.g., Roberts et al., 2000; Kruiver et al., 2001;370

Egli, 2004; Lascu et al., 2010; Heslop and Roberts, 2012; Roberts et al., 2014;371

Heslop, 2015). The results of grain size analyses are frequently non-unique372

and this research area is currently at the forefront of rock magnetism (Heslop,373

2015; Roberts et al., 2018). In addition, anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility374

(AMS) is useful for (1) assessing any disturbance in the sedimentary fabric375

and (2) as an initial test to assess whether there is a remanence anisotropy in376

archaeological materials. For archaeological materials, this can be followed377

up by anisotropy of ARM (AARM) and/or anisotropy of TRM (ATRM) mea-378

surements (e.g., Chauvin et al., 2000). This allows the remanence directions379

and intensity to be corrected for remanence anisotropy.380
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The methods used to determine palaeointensity from archaeological/volcanic381

materials and sediments are fundamentally different. The magnetic proper-382

ties of sediments can be influenced by variations in magnetic grain concen-383

tration, grain size, mineralogy, lithology, and other environmental influences.384

The bulk magnetic properties of sediments are commonly used to calculate385

relative palaeointensity (RPI) by normalising the NRM (e.g. NRM/ARM,386

NRM/SIRM) in an attempt to eliminate these influences and to extract the387

geomagnetic field signal (King et al., 1983; Tauxe, 1993; Roberts et al., 2013;388

Tauxe and Yamazaki, 2015). However, no absolute field intensity information389

can be retrieved. Moreover, the normalization is not always successful, and390

attention to changes in the magnetic properties of the sediment is required.391

Not all sediment records are suitable for RPI analysis (King et al., 1983;392

Tauxe, 1993; Roberts et al., 2012; Tauxe and Yamazaki, 2015).393

Absolute palaeointensity can be obtained from materials that carry a394

TRM. Absolute palaeointensity determination, pioneered by Thellier and395

Thellier (1959), is based on successively replacing the NRM (assumed to be396

a TRM) at increasing temperature steps with a new magnetisation acquired397

in a known field (a laboratory-TRM). If the relationship between the NRM398

lost and the laboratory TRM gained at increasing temperature steps is linear,399

the gradient of the straight line fit to these data can be multiplied by the value400

of the applied laboratory field to give the ancient intensity. Variations on401

the original Thellier method (e.g., Coe, 1967; Aitken et al., 1988; Tauxe and402

Kent, 2004) and alternative methods based upon different principles have403

been developed to overcome the influence of non-ideal remanence carriers404

(e.g., multi-domain grains) and sample alteration, which can result in experi-405

mental failure. Alternative methods include the Shaw method and derivatives406

(Shaw, 1974; Rolph and Shaw, 1985; Yamamoto et al., 2003), the multispec-407

imen method (Dekkers and Böhnel, 2006; Fabian and Leonhardt, 2010), the408

microwave method (e.g., Walton et al., 1996; Hill and Shaw, 1999), the Tri-409

axe vibrating sample magnetometer method (Le Goff and Gallet, 2004) and410

the Wilson method (Wilson, 1961; Muxworthy, 2010). Perrin (1998), Valet411

(2003), Dunlop (2011), and Tauxe and Yamazaki (2015) provide overviews412

of experimental procedures and the issues surrounding absolute palaeoin-413

tensity determinations. In addition, improvements have been made in our414

understanding of selecting the most favourable materials and grain sizes for415

obtaining successful palaeointensity results (e.g., Carvallo et al., 2006; Valet416

et al., 2010; Cromwell et al., 2015; Paterson et al., 2017) and in methods417

for analysing and determining the reliability of experimental data (Paterson418
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et al., 2014).419

3.4. Additional data treatments420

To be able to use palaeomagnetic data, in particular sediment records,421

to refine age estimates or to constrain geomagnetic field models it is often422

necessary to introduce additional data treatments of raw directions and RPI423

values. In the following sections we briefly describe the most common types424

of data treatment. It is important to note that all of these treatments rely on425

assumptions, whether it be in sampling, laboratory procedures or geomag-426

netic field behaviour. Therefore, the raw data should always be reported.427

3.4.1. Core orientations and relative declination calibration428

Sediment cores are usually not oriented in the horizontal plane (with429

respect to geographic north) and declination data are, therefore, typically430

reported as relative values (e.g., Turner et al., 2015b). In cases where several431

cores are retrieved in a sequence it is common to rotate the lower section432

into alignment with the upper section so that the declination data produce a433

continuous sequence across the core break. Such inter-core adjustments are434

often subjective, or even not possible (Geiss and Banerjee, 2003), but can435

be greatly improved if cores are retrieved with a slight depth overlap to the436

previous section.437

Core rotation while it penetrates the sediments is likely a common but438

frequently ignored problem (Snowball and Sandgren, 2004), which can de-439

pend on the type of corer used (Turner et al., 2015b). Rotations, which affect440

declination data, can be detected by comparing overlapping cores (Stanton441

et al., 2011) and can potentially be corrected by detrending the data, e.g.442

assuming a constant rotation rate (Ali et al., 1999).443

For direct comparison or inclusion in field models, it is necessary to re-444

orient records to absolute declination. Often records are oriented so that445

they have zero mean over their whole time interval and are referred to as446

relative declinations (Turner and Thompson, 1981). Technically this is the447

same as assuming an average GAD field. However, the validity of the GAD448

assumption in general is unclear (Cromwell et al., 2018) and it cannot easily449

be justified for comparatively short time intervals of a couple of thousand450

years or less (see section 2). Orientation by absolute declinations from ori-451

ented materials or models are preferable. However, care should be taken452

when such orientations are based on comparisons between historical field ob-453

servations and palaeomagnetic data from the uppermost, typically slushy,454
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sediments that often carry a less stable palaeomagnetic signal and are more455

prone to physical deformation during coring (e.g., Nourgaliev et al., 2003).456

Sediment cores that do not penetrate the sediment vertically, which affects457

both inclination and declination, are another frequently encountered problem458

(Constable and McElhinny, 1985; Stoner et al., 2007; Stanton et al., 2011).459

If sediments contain horizontal interbeds or laminations it may be possible460

to measure the angle directly on the core (Stanton et al., 2011). However,461

in more or less homogeneous sediments the issue is only identified due to in-462

consistencies between palaeomagnetic data from parallel cores (Turner, 1987;463

Turner et al., 2015a). To correct both inclination and declination data for464

tilted core penetration it is necessary to rotate the data with an appropri-465

ate pole and rotation angle, e.g., on a unit sphere. In cases where the tilt466

is unknown, Denham (1981) devised a “palaeomagnetic pattern matching”467

technique to find the pole and angle that maximizes pair-wise correlation of468

two unit vectors. This technique has been used to recover consistent palaeo-469

magnetic signals in multiple cores that initially had up to 20-30◦deviations470

in mean inclination (Constable and McElhinny, 1985; Turner, 1987).471

3.4.2. RPI scaling472

Calibration of sediment RPI to absolute values has been attempted in sev-473

eral ways. RPI series reaching into modern times can be compared with direct474

magnetic field observations or models thereof, but the time overlap is gener-475

ally too short for robust calibration. More commonly, direct comparisons of476

RPI to absolute values determined on archaeomagnetic samples or volcanic477

rocks from nearby locations have been made (e.g., Constable and McElhinny,478

1985; Constable and Tauxe, 1987; Donadini et al., 2009). Over longer time-479

scales than the Holocene (several hundreds of kyr), RPI stacks have been480

calibrated by comparison to globally averaged volcanic VADM results (Guy-481

odo and Valet, 1999; Valet et al., 2005) and individual RPI records have been482

calibrated by making assumptions about the non-dipole field strength dur-483

ing a reversal (Constable and Tauxe, 1996). Neither of these two methods is484

applicable to calibrating RPI records on Holocene timescales.485

An alternative approach is to calibrate Holocene RPI records by compar-486

ison with regional or global geomagnetic field models, where scaling factors487

are estimated as the median of the ratio between the whole time series (Ko-488

rte and Constable, 2006). In this case, it must be carefully considered how489

well constrained the model is for the desired region. For determining global490

models, available RPI records are mostly scaled prior to modelling, based on491
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intensities from nearby regions (e.g., Donadini et al., 2009) or on a previ-492

ous model that is constrained by absolute intensities (Korte and Constable,493

2011; Licht et al., 2013; Nilsson et al., 2014). In some cases the calibration494

is refined iteratively in the modelling process (Korte and Constable, 2011).495

An attempt to co-estimate RPI calibration factors during the inversion with496

inclusion of absolute intensities without prior scaling (Panovska et al., 2015)497

demonstrated that so far the number of available absolute absolute inten-498

sities spanning the Holocene is insufficient for robust calibration. Nilsson499

et al. (2014) noted that some Holocene sediment records contain jumps due500

to depositional environment changes through time when calibrated by model501

curves. Different scaling factors are appropriate for different parts of the502

sequence in such cases.503

3.4.3. U-channel data instrument response504

Narrow access pass-through magnetometers enable rapid and dense mea-505

surements, typically every cm, of u-channel samples. However, the shape506

of the response function of the pick-up coils, rather than the measurement507

density, dictates the actual resolution of each measurement, with typical half-508

power widths in the range of 5-8 cm (Weeks et al., 1993; Nagy and Valet,509

1993; Jackson et al., 2010; Oda et al., 2016). In addition, response functions510

for the transverse and axial measurement axes are typically not the same,511

which leads to both a smoothed and distorted measurement of the NRM512

(Roberts, 2006). Several techniques have been developed to correct for these513

issues by deconvolving the data according to known system responses (Oda514

and Shibuya, 1996; Jackson et al., 2010; Oda and Xuan, 2014), with the515

recently developed software UDECON facilitating implementation of such516

algorithms (Xuan and Oda, 2015). However, it remains difficult to attain a517

continuous record because of measurement end effects so that data tend to518

be truncated in the upper and lowermost 5 cm of u-channel samples.519

3.5. Assigning uncertainties520

All palaeomagnetic and most chronological data have uncertainties. Un-521

certainty estimates provide important information because they account for522

the accuracy and precision of measurements and ensure a proper weighting523

of data in reference curves and models. Many factors can influence the accu-524

racy of palaeomagnetic and archaeomagnetic data, and there is no straight-525

forward way to assign uncertainties. Often no error estimates are reported526
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for palaeomagnetic data, particularly for sediments where there often is only527

one measurement per depth.528

Archaeomagnetic and volcanic directions are typically reported as a mean529

obtained using Fisher statistics (Fisher, 1953) from multiple independently530

oriented samples from the same time horizon (e.g., from multiple samples531

from a hearth or a lava flow). Uncertainties are then based on dispersion of532

the directions and are reported as a radius of confidence around the mean533

direction at the significance 95% level (Fisher, 1953), also known as α95 (see534

Butler, 1992, for a more detailed explanation). α95 can be converted to535

standard deviation errors of declination and inclination (see, e.g., Donadini536

et al., 2009). Similarly, uncertainties on mean absolute intensities are mostly537

given by the standard deviation from multiple samples.538

For a single palaeomagnetic sediment core, two recent studies proposed539

techniques to transform the experimental error from principal component540

analysis of directional data into meaningful errors on individual results. The541

approach of Khokhlov and Hulot (2016) assumes that directions obtained by542

PCA are Fisher distributed and allows calculation of equivalent α95 uncer-543

tainty from MAD error when the number of demagnetization steps is known544

and whether a standard or anchored PCA (e.g., Mazaud, 2005; Heslop and545

Roberts, 2016a) was used. Heslop and Roberts (2016b) proposed a proba-546

bilistic reformulation of PCA where probability density functions describe547

unknowns in the data fitting and can be propagated through to uncertainties548

in directional results. This method requires knowledge of all the experimental549

demagnetization data, which are typically not published (unless included in550

the MagIC database, see section 3.6), so the analysis must be done during ini-551

tial processing of laboratory results. Moreover, these methods only account552

for uncertainties in laboratory measurements, but cannot take into account553

uncertainty in core orientation. Relative palaeointensities from sediments are554

commonly reported without uncertainties.555

Attempts to estimate unknown data uncertainties include comparisons556

with the historical field model gufm1 (Jackson et al., 2000) for overlapping557

time periods. The results often lead to an allocation of minimum uncertain-558

ties for different data types, which are used not only for data that come with-559

out assigned errors, but also for data with apparently unrealistically small560

errors below some threshold values. For instance, minimum uncertainties of561

α95 of 4.3◦ and 6◦ for archaeomagnetic and sediment data, respectively, and 5562

µT intensity uncertainties were used to construct the Holocene CALSx mod-563

els (e.g., Korte and Constable, 2011; Korte et al., 2011). Suttie et al. (2011)564
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found that systematic errors appear to be an important factor in archaeoin-565

tensity data. This, in turn, means that using percentages of intensities as566

uncertainties produces biased estimates.567

New uncertainty estimates for sediment palaeomagnetic records have been568

obtained by investigating scatter around fits using a robust smoothing spline569

technique (Panovska et al., 2012). Individual uncertainties are higher than570

previously considered, with a wide range of values indicating that each record571

and component is different in quality. Median values determined for 73572

Holocene sediment records are 5.9◦ for inclination, 13.4◦ for declination, and573

11 µT for the standardized RPI based on calibration with the CASL7K.2 field574

model. For each RPI record, the uncertainty must be converted to absolute575

values with the same calibration factor as for the RPI (see Sec. 3.4.2).576

3.6. Data reporting577

Published palaeomagnetic data for dating can best be used if they are578

made available through publicly accessible online databases. The need for579

global data compilations was recognized several decades ago, and the Inter-580

national Association for Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) encouraged581

the development of a series of palaeomagnetic databases from the late 1980s582

on (see, e.g., Constable and Korte, 2015). The past 15 years has seen the583

evolution of previous efforts into several new data initiatives, each developed584

with specific goals in mind. The current versions, which are relevant for585

Holocene times, are MagIC, GEOMAGIA, and HISTMAG. All three have586

interactive online search interfaces that allow data selection by various cri-587

teria ranging from region or age to details such as material, dating method,588

and many more given by the metadata.589

The MagIC (Magnetics Information Consortium) database is a compre-590

hensive and flexible sample-based database designed to accommodate all591

kinds of palaeomagnetic, and rock magnetic and related data and meta-592

data such as location, materials, and chronological information. The data593

range from basic summaries of published results to individual experimental594

measurements. MagIC differs from GEOMAGIA and HISTMAG (described595

below) in a number of ways. The structure of the data archive is linked to596

data produced and/or analysed in individual (usually peer-reviewed) pub-597

lications. It is not restricted to a specific time interval, but spans the age598

of the Earth. The design of MagIC is driven by community need to ad-599

dress broad scientific challenges through standardizing diverse datasets and600

maintaining an open archive for published rock and palaeomagnetic data. In601
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particular, rather than supplying data targeted for specific kinds of analy-602

ses it provides a searchable compilation and archive of published data and603

allows users to select data by criteria based on wide-ranging metadata. It604

is the user’s responsibility to determine, on the basis of published work and605

archived metadata, whether the data may be suitable for any given purpose.606

Given sufficient fundamental measurement information it can be possible to607

produce new interpretations at levels ranging from the laboratory to global608

modelling. Tauxe et al. (2016) provide a software package to facilitate (re-609

)interpretation of laboratory experiments and show how specific work-flows610

and interpretation tools can be used to generate data in formats suitable611

for direct upload of palaeomagnetic and rock magnetic results into MagIC.612

Flexibility in the specific details also allow individual researchers to develop613

their own strategies for uploading data.614

As of August 2018, 49 researchers have made 4,295 contributions to615

MagIC (each associated with a publication). A long term goal is for individ-616

uals to upload their own data as they are published, but the first upload to617

MagIC has often not been initiated by the publication’s author(s). The level618

of detail supplied in various contributions spans a broad range. Over 200,000619

sites are represented worldwide and more than 4.6 million individual mea-620

surements. MagIC has substantial overlap with GEOMAGIA50, although621

there are distinct records that are unique to each database.622

GEOMAGIA50 is an online database of palaeomagnetic and chronological623

data from archaeological materials, volcanic rocks, and sediments spanning624

the past 50 kyr. Details of the database are give by Brown et al. (2015b) and625

Brown et al. (2015a). Data from archaeological materials and volcanic mate-626

rials are reported at the site level (e.g., archaeological horizon or lava flow).627

Data are organized by age and the data reported include palaeomagnetic628

directions, α95, Fisherian concentration parameter, k, palaeointensity and629

uncertainty, metadata on the geographic location of sampling sites, palaeo-630

magnetic methods (direction and intensity), and the types of specimens mea-631

sured. The sediment database allows palaeomagnetic (directional and RPI632

data), rock magnetic (e.g., ARM, IRM, k), and geochronological data (14C,633

δ18O, tephra, varve thermoluminiscence (TL) and optically stimulated lu-634

miniscence (OSL) ages) to be entered at different analysis levels. Data from635

individual sediment cores can be entered for core depths or composite depths,636

with associated inferred age from the published age-depth model. Records637

composed of stacked core data are also accommodated. An important aim638

of the GEOMAGIA50 sediment database is to allow sediment records to be639
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re-evaluated using individual core data. This allows any researcher to remake640

the age-depth model for a core or composite and transfer this to the palaeo-641

magnetic data. As of July 2018, GEOMAGIA50 contains ∼5600 Holocene ar-642

chaeological and volcanic directional data and ∼4570 palaeointensities. The643

Holocene sediment data consist of ∼20,000 entries on core depth and ∼3000644

stacked data. Both sediment and archaeomagnetic sections of the database645

are periodically updated when new data are published.646

The HISTMAG database (Arneitz et al., 2017) combines historical ob-647

servations of the past ≈500 years with archaeomagnetic and volcanic data648

of the past 50 kyr. It was developed based on two existing databases, which649

have both been updated with additionally compiled data. The historical data650

mostly come from the compilation by Jonkers et al. (2003). This database651

consisted of a set of files with search options provided by Fortran codes and652

was only available from the authors. It has been updated with 4160 historical653

data (of one to three field components) in HISTMAG. The archaeomagnetic654

and volcanic data in HISTMAG mostly come from the GEOMAGIA50.v3655

database, updated with 183 additional records from Austria, Germany, and656

Poland, that were not included in GEOMAGIA50 at the time.657

URLs for all of these databases are given in Appendix B. It is of the658

utmost importance for future progress in chronological applications of ar-659

chaeomagnetic and palaeomagnetic dating that researchers continue to up-660

load details of their work into these databases, to provide a direct means for661

others to access their data and to assess their accuracy and significance in662

the context of new and evolving studies.663

4. Independent chronology664

A palaeo- or archaeomagnetic time series with a good chronology that has665

been obtained independently from magnetic field variations is a prerequisite666

for a reference curve intended to be used for palaeomagnetic age refinement.667

Several methods provide independent ages for Holocene archaeological ma-668

terials, volcanic rocks, and sediments, although they are not appropriate for669

all materials. Archaeological materials are typically dated through typologi-670

cal inference and historical accounts, as well as by radiocarbon and TL, and671

occasionally OSL, dating. Lava flows can be dated by radiocarbon if organic672

matter at the base of the flow has been burned (carbonized) during flow673

emplacement. Potassium-argon (K-Ar) or argon-argon (40Ar/39Ar) dating674

methods are also used, however, these methods are more commonly applied675
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to date material older than Holocene age due to the longer half-lives of these676

elements compared to radiocarbon. In some cases, lava flows can be associ-677

ated with historical accounts of specific eruptions. Holocene sediments are678

most frequently dated using radiocarbon dating, varve chronologies, tephra679

chronologies, and infrequently, OSL. In the following paragraphs we briefly680

outline how treatment of ages determined by these methods can influence681

the temporal framework used for palaeomagnetic records.682

Radiocarbon dating is commonly used for all material types, depending683

on organic material availability (e.g., macrofossils, plants, wood, and char-684

coal). As the amount of atmospheric 14C varies through time (de Vries, 1958;685

Stuiver and Suess, 1966; Reimer et al., 2013) it is necessary to correct (cali-686

brate) experimentally determined radiocarbon ages, which assume a constant687

atmospheric 14C value. The relationship between 14C age and calibrated age688

is non-linear and varies non-monotonically through time (see Reimer et al.,689

2013). Uncertainty on experimental radiocarbon ages is treated as a normal690

distribution. To calculate a calibrated age it is necessary to transfer this dis-691

tribution across the calibration curve. As a result of the varying relationship692

between 14C age and calibrated age the normal distribution is often trans-693

formed into a multimodal probability density function. At certain times the694

calibration curve can almost be flat, resulting in a plateau in the probability695

distribution (e.g., between the 11th and 13th century BC). At other times696

the curve has an undulating form, resulting in multiple intersections of exper-697

imental uncertainty with the calibration curve. This can result in multiple698

peaks in the calibrated probability distribution with similar probabilities. In699

all cases uncertainties may span many hundreds of years, depending on the700

size of the experimental uncertainty. The choice of a single age (e.g., in-701

tercept, mean, or median) from the range present in a calculated calibrated702

distribution may produce an improbable result: point ages are a poor esti-703

mate of calibrated age (Telford et al., 2004; Michczyński, 2007; Blaauw et al.,704

2007; Scott, 2007). It is, therefore, common to report an age range at the705

2 σ significance level in archaeological and volcanic studies, although more706

sophisticated modelling approaches are used in some archaeological studies.707

Radiocarbon dating is the most frequently used method for dating Holocene708

sediments (see review by Zimmerman and Myrbo, 2015). When creating a709

sediment record the sequence is initially assigned a depth scale, which is sub-710

sequently transformed into time. It is not possible to measure the age at711

every depth in the sediment core, so ages are generally determined for some712

age-depth tie-points across the record. To transfer depth to time to produce713
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a time series for a core, some form of interpolation is required between cali-714

brated radiocarbon dates. Many approaches haven been taken to construct715

age-depth models (see Björck and Wohlfarth, 2001; Telford et al., 2004; Par-716

nell et al., 2008; Bronk Ramsey, 2008; Blaauw, 2010; Blaauw and Christen,717

2011). The simplest approach, often found in older publications, takes point718

estimates of age (mean or median calibrated or uncalibrated age) and ap-719

plies piecewise linear interpolation. Such models imply that sediments are720

deposited at the same rate between ages and that sedimentation rate changes721

are abrupt rather than gradual. This approach is also insensitive to hiatuses.722

As point estimates are used, this method assumes that the age at a specific723

depth is precisely known and has no uncertainty. These models are not statis-724

tically meaningful. As noted by Björck and Wohlfarth (2001), if one were to725

simply consider ±1σ uncertainty on a set of ages, then only 68.3% of the ages726

would lie within their ±σ uncertainties. Uncertainties are non-zero, so there727

is no statistically reasonable case for interpolating between points. Applying728

linear or polynomial regression fitting generally assumes that uncertainties729

are normally distributed; this is not the case for calibrated radiocarbon ages730

with a probabilistic distribution with many options for interpolation between731

them. Building a depth-age model using Bayesian statistics is the best strat-732

egy for resolving these issues (e.g. Bronk Ramsey, 1995; Blaauw and Christen,733

2011). This approach makes multiple depth-age models that fit a set of initial734

parameters and calculates uncertainty bounds across all depths.735

Varying approaches for treating calibrated ages and the methods used to736

construct age-depth models may result in differences among palaeomagnetic737

time series purely from the methods employed. This must be considered when738

building palaeomagnetic dating curves. It may be possible to revise or update739

age-depth models before creating a dating curve based on additional or new740

dating information obtained after publication of the initial palaeomagnetic741

record (see examples in Brown et al., 2015a, 2018). Updated radiocarbon742

calibration curves or additional published ages for a record may be available743

and can be used to revise palaeomagnetic dating curves. For marine sedi-744

ment records and some lake sediment records, unknown and likely variable745

reservoir effects may produce large radiocarbon age errors (Bronk Ramsey746

et al., 2012). New reservoir ages may become available and are important747

to consider with any revision of radiocarbon-based palaeomagnetic dating748

curves. Palaeomagnetic databases (such as MagIC and GEOMAGIA50.v3,749

see Appendix B) can be useful for finding information on age-depth models750

used to construct sediment palaeomagnetic time series.751
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Laminated sediment records that formed under certain environmental752

conditions may be dated by varve counting, which in principle provides an-753

nual time resolution and does not require interpolation to obtain a depth-754

age model (see Ojala et al., 2012, for a review of varve chronologies). Varve755

chronologies are considered to be absolute if they extend to the present day,756

otherwise additional age information is required to assign a “floating varve757

chronology” to a fixed age range. Varve chronology uncertainties arise mainly758

if varves are missing due to environmental or depositional processes, or if they759

are missed or misinterpreted during counting, e.g., if they are extremely thin760

or indistinct. Ojala et al. (2012) concluded from reviewing a global compi-761

lation of varve chronologies that age uncertainties are generally between 1762

and 3%. Sedimentary PSV reference curves dated by this method probably763

have the best age constraints. However, uncertainties in the additional age764

information used for floating chronologies obviously add to varve chronology765

uncertainties.766

For archaeological artefacts and lava flows, independent ages may be de-767

termined by historical, archaeological, or geological context. Ages can be768

accurate when historical, written documents exist. Ages determined ar-769

chaeologically rely on typology, stratigraphy or a combination of both (e.g.,770

O’Brien et al., 2002; Gagné, 2013). Typology assigns an artefact to a certain771

archaeological period or context based on characteristics such as style, mate-772

rial, decorative technique or motif. Age accuracy depends on how well known773

the duration of that time-span is and the level of certainty that the artefact774

belongs to that time. Uncertainty estimates given in numerous publications775

can be tens to hundreds of years (see, e.g., entries in the GEOMAGIA50776

database). Lower horizons are older than upper ones in stratigraphic succes-777

sion where layers have not been disturbed, e.g., by recurrent site occupation778

(see, e.g., Harris, 1998). Datable objects found within, above or below a cer-779

tain layer may be used to assign absolute age ranges or upper/lower limits780

to a horizon. Stratigraphy alone only provides relative knowledge of what is781

older or younger, and uncertainties on absolute ages in this case vary greatly.782

TL dating can be applied to fired archaeological materials such as pottery783

(see Aitken, 1990; Duller, 2015). However, TL dating coupled with archaeo-784

magnetic results has only been attempted in a limited number of studies (23785

studies report TL dates in GEOMAGIA50). The precision of TL dating is786

less than for radiocarbon dating, with uncertainties typically in the range of787

5-10% at ±1σ (68%) confidence limits (Aitken, 1990; Bailiff, 2015).788

Information used for age-depth model construction should be published789
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with the magnetic data, including but not limited to: core and compos-790

ite depth of age tie-points, depths of uncalibrated radiocarbon ages with791

1σ uncertainties, calibrated radiocarbon ages with 2σ uncertainties, calibra-792

tion/reference curves used, software used to create age-depth models, inter-793

polation method, rejected or outlying ages, reservoir effects and associated794

errors, or additional age information used (e.g., OSL dates or tephra ages795

are sometimes used as additional tie points in 14C chronologies). When an796

age-depth model is refined by PSV correlations, tie points for these correla-797

tions and the reference curve used to identify tie points should be provided798

such that the age model can be reconstructed independently without PSV799

tie points. This ensures age-depth model reproducibility and usefulness of800

the data as inputs for improved reference curves and models.801

Many open-source palaeomagnetic databases like MagIC and GEOMA-802

GIA50.v3 (Appendix B) accommodate palaeomagnetic, archaeomagnetic,803

and volcanic data and also related age information. It is strongly encouraged804

to upload newly published magnetic data including dating information.805

5. PSV as a method for chronology refinement806

In principle, any independently dated PSV record can be used to refine807

the age or chronology of a material with palaeomagnetic information. How-808

ever, a palaeomagnetically refined chronology can be no more precise than809

the independent age information that went into the PSV reference curve810

used. Increasing numbers of independently dated archaeo- and palaeomag-811

netic results have led to development of reference curves, stacks, and global812

and regional models that can increase the reliability of PSV features and their813

ages through cross-validation of consistent signals from different sources.814

Magnetic field variations may seem to recur in individual components,815

although PSV is not periodic. The resulting non-uniqueness in palaeomag-816

netic dating is reduced if two field components or ideally the full vector field817

information can be used for comparison with a reference. The time interval818

and region of interest also play a role in available options and the obtainable819

degree of palaeomagnetic age or chronology refinement.820

5.1. Reference curves and models821

Development of archaeomagnetic regional composite curves began in the822

mid-20th century to increase the precision of archaeological chronologies.823
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Such work mainly focussed on particular countries, e.g., Japan (e.g., Watan-824

abe, 1958; Hirooka, 1971), Britain (e.g., Aitken, 1958; Clark et al., 1988),825

France (Thellier, 1981), Bulgaria (Kovacheva, 1980), and the United States826

of America (e.g., DuBois, 1975; Eighmy et al., 1980; Sternberg, 1982). Inde-827

pendently dated archaeomagnetic results from spatially distributed locations828

(mostly spanning several hundred to a few thousand km, see Section 6 for a829

discussion of spatial correlation of PSV features) must be reduced to a central830

reference location to eliminate systematic differences owing to the dominant831

dipole field geometry. This can be achieved by relocating directions via their832

VGP (see, e.g., Shuey et al., 1970; Noel and Batt, 1990) and intensity through833

the VDM or VADM (see, e.g., Daly and Le Goff, 1996). These assumptions834

do not allow non-dipole field differences to be accounted for. Construction835

of a regional reference curve generally requires a compromise between the836

size of the considered area and temporal data coverage. It takes years to837

decades of careful field and laboratory measurements to obtain enough indi-838

vidual archaeomagnetic and/or volcanic results to construct good reference839

curves. Many reference curves have been updated over time and new ones840

have been developed as additional archaeomagnetic results became available.841

Recently compiled archaeomagnetic reference curves exist for several Euro-842

pean countries, parts of Asia, and western North America (see Constable843

and Korte, 2015, for an overview), which roughly reflects the currently avail-844

able data distribution (cf. Fig. 4b). They range from two (e.g., Márton,845

2010; Yoshihara et al., 2003) to eight (Kovacheva et al., 1998) millennia in846

length and in general cover either declination and inclination (e.g., Gallet847

et al., 2002; Schnepp and Lanos, 2005; Zananiri et al., 2007; Hagstrum and848

Blinman, 2010), or field intensity (e.g., Marco et al., 2008; Yoshihara et al.,849

2003), and only rarely all three components (e.g., Kovacheva et al., 1998).850

Archaeomagnetic reference curves vary in the method of their construc-851

tion and presentation. Directional data may be shown as individual time852

series (e.g., Watanabe, 1958; Kovacheva, 1980), VGPs (e.g., Sternberg and853

McGuire, 1991; LaBelle and Eighmy, 1997; Lengyel, 2010), or as Bauer plots854

(Bauer, 1896), where inclination is plotted against declination (e.g., Thellier,855

1981; Clark et al., 1988; Gallet et al., 2002; Hagstrum and Blinman, 2010).856

Traditional simple interpolation of individual components or directional data857

in the Bauer plot with various methods with or without consideration of data858

uncertainties has now mainly been replaced by more sophisticated methods.859

Gallet et al. (2002) proposed a bivariate extension to standard circularly sym-860

metric Fisher (1953) statistics to construct directional reference curves and861
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Figure 4: Historical (a,d), archaeomagnetic (b,e) and palaeomagnetic sediment (c,f) data
distribution in space (a,b,c) and time (d,e,f). Brown (top in a,b,c) are declination, orange
(middle in a,b,c) are inclination, and green (bottom in a,b,c) are intensity data. Density of
points in a) and b) gives an idea of how the regions are covered by data in time. Sediment
records in c) often sample the whole time interval (f). Distribution in time is given by
both linear (top in d,e,f) and logarithmic (bottom in d,e,f) scale for better comparison of
the vastly varying historical and archaeomagnetic/volcanic data. Note the different scale
in the upper panel in d) compared to e) and f). Historical data are shown in 10-year bins
in d), and archaeo- and palaeomagnetic data are given in 200-year bins in e) and f).
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to consider the temporal data density by adjustable moving windows. They862

applied the method to obtain a reference curve for France. Thébault and Gal-863

let (2010) used a bootstrap method to derive an ensemble of curves providing864

a probability distribution for a Middle Eastern reference curve. A Bayesian865

method introduced by Lanos (2004) and Lanos et al. (2005) accounts for866

both magnetic and age uncertainties and the uneven temporal data distribu-867

tion and produces consistent curves for one to three field components with868

95% confidence limits. The method has been widely applied, particularly869

to many recent reference curves for European countries (e.g., Schnepp and870

Lanos, 2005; Tema et al., 2006; Zananiri et al., 2007; Márton, 2010). Hellio871

et al. (2014) applied a Bayesian method using a time correlation function872

derived from present day geomagnetic field time spectra as prior information873

for intensity data from Syria and directional data from France. Their prob-874

ability density reference curves recover more rapid variations than previous875

curves, which tended to be smoother owing to data and age uncertainties.876

Well-dated sediment records can in principle be used individually as ref-877

erences for palaeomagnetic chronology refinement (e.g., Ólafsdóttir et al.,878

2013). If several records exist for a region they can be stacked to improve879

the reliability of the resulting reference curve. Examples are the British mas-880

ter curve (Thompson and Turner, 1979; Turner and Thompson, 1982) and the881

Fennoscandian directional and intensity stacks (Snowball et al., 2007). On882

longer timescales (beyond the Holocene), global or regional intensity stacks883

have been widely used for chronological purposes (e.g., Laj et al., 2004; Valet884

et al., 2005; Channell et al., 2009; Ziegler et al., 2011). Roberts et al. (2013)885

reviewed possibilities and limitations of stacked records in detail.886

Several global VADM reconstructions exist that average all available ar-887

chaeomagnetic and volcanic intensity data at the time the curves were con-888

structed. They span several millennia as illustrated in Fig. 5 (Yang et al.,889

2000; Genevey et al., 2008; Knudsen et al., 2008; Valet et al., 2008). Even890

when they are split into regions (Genevey et al., 2008) or complemented by891

dipole tilt information (Valet et al., 2008) they are less suitable for chronolog-892

ical purposes than reference curves or more detailed global models on these893

timescales, as they neglect regional non-dipole field differences. Moreover,894

their temporal resolution tends to be lower due to time averaging to min-895

imize influences from non-dipole field contributions. The same is also true896

for past geomagnetic pole evolution reconstructions obtained by averaging897

VGPs from sediment records (Nilsson et al., 2010, 2011).898

When using reference curves for dating one must consider the distance899
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Figure 5: Overview of geomagnetic field models and dipole reconstructions for histor-
ical times through to 50 ka. Model references: gufm1 (Jackson et al., 2000), HHK1998
(Hongre et al., 1998), SCHA.DI.00 (Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2008b), SCHA.DI.00-F (Pavón-
Carrasco et al., 2008a), GMADE2K.1 (Lodge and Holme, 2009), VHLP2008 (Valet et al.,
2008), CJL2000 (Constable et al., 2000), A FM, ASD FM, and ASDI FM (Licht et al.,
2013), AmR (Sanchez et al., 2016), COV-ARCH and COV-LAKE (Hellio and Gillet,
2018), CALS3k.x, ARCH3k.1, and SED3k.1 (Korte and Constable, 2003, 2005; Korte et al.,
2009; Korte and Constable, 2011), SCHA.DIF.3k (Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2009), CALS7k.2
(Korte and Constable, 2005), ARCH-UK.1 (Batt et al., 2017), ArcheoInt VADM (Gen-
evey et al., 2008), SCHA.DIF.8k (Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2010), DE FNB, DE FNBK,
and DE FNBKE (Nilsson et al., 2010, 2011) pfm9k.1, pfm9k.1a, and pfm9k.1b (Nils-
son et al., 2014), OH1992 (Ohno and Hamano, 1992), OH1993 (Ohno and Hamano,
1993), CALS10k.x (Korte et al., 2011; Constable et al., 2016), HFMx, and HFM.OL1.A1
(Panovska et al., 2015; Constable et al., 2016), YOS2000 (Yang et al., 2000), SHA.DIF.14k
(Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2014b), MS1982 (McElhinny and Senanayake, 1982), and GEO-
MAGIA VADM (Knudsen et al., 2008).
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from the curve location (section 6) and it might be necessary to relocate900

directional data through the VGP equation to the coordinates of the dating901

curve and to calculate VADMs prior to attempting age refinement. These902

steps are not necessary when using curves predicted from models. Temporally903

continuous global magnetic field models that include the dipole and non-904

dipole field in principle provide secular variation curves for any location on905

Earth, making them a convenient tool for magnetic chronology refinement. A906

growing number of models spanning recent centuries to millennia (Fig. 5) and907

built from historical, archaeo-, and palaeomagnetic data have been developed908

over the last two decades. The models can be global or regional, in the latter909

case following similar methods to those described below for global models,910

either using different kinds of spatial basis functions (Pavón-Carrasco et al.,911

2009, 2010) or implemented as global models but limited to regional validity912

(Lodge and Holme, 2009; Batt et al., 2017). Both regional and global models913

can provide curves of all field components for any location within their region914

of validity and do not require assumptions about field geometry to compare915

directions and intensity.916

The longest model that relies solely on direct magnetic field observa-917

tions is gufm1 (Jackson et al., 2000), which spans 400 years from 1590 to918

1990. It is based on historical and modern magnetic field measurements919

and is dominated by declination information over the first two centuries920

(Fig. 4d). Many historical observations originate from shipboard measure-921

ments for navigational purposes, which provide a relatively good global data922

coverage (Fig. 4a). Absolute field intensity measurements only exist from the923

1830s onward. An intensity scaling factor is required to build a global re-924

construction based purely upon directional information (Hulot et al., 1997).925

This factor was prescribed in the model by the strength of the axial dipole926

field contribution, linearly extrapolating its observed decrease from 1840 to927

1990 to earlier times.928

Early archaeo- and palaeomagnetic models (Ohno and Hamano, 1993;929

Hongre et al., 1998; Constable et al., 2000) provided only snapshots in time.930

The next generation of models were temporally continuous, starting with931

a Continuous model from Archaeomagnetic and Lake Sediments for 3 kyr932

(CALS3K.1) (Korte and Constable, 2003). Important improvements to sub-933

sequent models came from expanded archaeomagnetic, volcanic, and sedi-934

mentary data sets. Two types of models exist in terms of underlying data.935

All three data types are used in the CALSxk (e.g., Korte and Constable,936

2003; Korte et al., 2011; Constable et al., 2016), pfm9k (Nilsson et al., 2014),937
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and HFM (Panovska et al., 2015; Constable et al., 2016) families of models,938

the ASD FM and ASDI FM (Licht et al., 2013) models and the COV-LAKE939

model (Hellio and Gillet, 2018). Only archaeomagnetic and volcanic data are940

used in the ARCHxk (Korte et al., 2009; Constable et al., 2016) and S(C)HA941

(Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2008b,a, 2014b) families and the A FM (Licht et al.,942

2013), AmR (Sanchez et al., 2016) and COV-ARCH (Hellio and Gillet, 2018)943

models. The reasons for ignoring sedimentary magnetic field information944

in the latter models are to avoid issues of signal smoothing, lock-in delay,945

calibration of relative intensity, and correlation of temporal uncertainties.946

However, this comes at the cost of a significantly reduced data set (Fig. 4),947

which leads to models that are poorly constrained by data in the southern948

hemisphere and weakly constrained globally for times prior to 1000 BCE.949

Methodologically, nearly all existing continuous global models are based950

on expansions in spherical harmonic functions in space and on cubic splines951

in time (see, e.g. Jackson et al., 2000; Korte and Constable, 2003). They are952

obtained by an inversion using, e.g., a regularized least-squares fit. Although953

models can be produced from archaeo- and palaeomagnetic data that fit954

the data within their uncertainty estimates, these tend to be overly compli-955

cated and dominated by smaller scale features than seen even in the present956

day field. The opposite is expected given the more limited field information957

compared with present day observations from geomagnetic observatories and958

magnetic satellite missions. A regularization is, therefore, implemented that959

limits the model resolution. The simplest form is a truncation of the spherical960

harmonic expansion at low degrees. However, because smaller scale signals961

present in the data cannot be accounted for in such a model, they might962

partly be mapped into the low degree model coefficients and distort them.963

Most models now follow the philosophy of accommodating more structure964

than expected to be resolved in the basis function expansion, with an addi-965

tional regularization constraint that minimizes some field quantity and leads966

to a smooth, simple model (see, e.g., Jackson et al., 2000). A regularization967

factor trades off fit to the data against smoothness, to produce in this case a968

more dipole-dominated model (Korte et al., 2009). The factor is chosen such969

that the models do not contain smaller-scale structure than the present-day970

field (Lodge and Holme, 2009; Korte et al., 2009), and an additional tem-971

poral regularization limits time variability. Differences mainly exist in data972

selection and data weighting by their uncertainties, outlier rejection, calibra-973

tion of relative palaeointensities, orientation of relative declination, measure974

of misfit of the model to the data, maximum spherical harmonic degree, and975
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method and strength of regularization.976

Uneven and sometimes sparse data coverage, data and age uncertain-977

ties, and the consequently required regularization, lead to limited temporal978

resolution of all (presently available) archaeo-/palaeomagnetic models and979

reference curves. None of them fit large amplitude rapid field variations such980

as archaeomagnetic jerks (Gallet et al., 2003) or intensity spikes (Ben-Yosef981

et al., 2009; Shaar et al., 2011). An example are the very well documented982

Levantine intensity spikes around 980 BCE and 740 BCE. The data suggest983

field variations that are more rapid than found in the present-day and his-984

torical field, and their geophysical origin is not understood (Livermore et al.,985

2014; Davies and Constable, 2017; Korte and Constable, 2018). The latter986

study shows that such localized rapid changes in archaeomagnetic data sets987

are generally not fit by standard interpolation methods used for models and988

reference curves.989

In general, the largest differences between models come from data selec-990

tion and weighting, and not from modelling strategy (Panovska et al., 2015;991

Sanchez et al., 2016), as can be seen in Fig. 6 where predictions from several992

models are compared for regions with different data coverage. Europe has993

dense archaeomagnetic and good sediment data coverage (Fig. 4). Africa, on994

the other hand, was nearly devoid of data when the latest published models995

were derived. Note that the situation has started to improve since then (see996

Korte et al., 2017, for a recent overview over newly published southern hemi-997

sphere data). Reasonable coverage with both archaeomagnetic and sediment998

data exists for Asia, whereas for southern South America a few sediment999

records but no archaeomagnetic/volcanic data (except for a handful of in-1000

tensity data further north) were available when the models were built. Good1001

agreement exists among all models for the past 3 kyr in Europe and with1002

one exception the agreement is reasonably good in Asia for the same time1003

interval. For other regions and times there mostly is general agreement in1004

multi-centennial to millennial trends, but notable differences exist in vari-1005

ation details, particularly in declination and inclination. Not surprisingly,1006

these differences are more pronounced when fewer data exist to constrain1007

regional non-dipole field evolution. Models that do not include sediment1008

data in several cases deviate strongly from general trends in models that in-1009

corporate all data types and are often less consistent with each other (e.g.,1010

declination in Europe around 1500 BCE), owing to the reduced amount of1011

data constraining them.1012

Providing uncertainty estimates on model outputs is not straightforward.1013
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Figure 6: Predictions from seven models for regions with different data coverage (see text
and Fig. 4 for details): a) central Europe (50◦N, 15◦E), b) east Asia (36◦N, 128◦E), c) the
southern tip of South America (55◦S, 68◦W), and d) South Africa (31◦S, 23◦E). Solid lines
are from models with both archaeo- and palaeomagnetic data, including sediment records
(see model names in panel b). Dashed lines are from models based only on archaeomagnetic
and volcanic data. Model uncertainties are not shown (to make the figure clearer).
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Model uncertainties are commonly estimated from ensembles of models ob-1014

tained by re-sampling the data within their uncertainties (e.g., Korte et al.,1015

2009; Licht et al., 2013; Nilsson et al., 2014; Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2014b).1016

These model uncertainties, however, underestimate the uncertainty origi-1017

nating from a lack of information. They are mostly notably smaller than1018

differences between individual models where and when models appear dis-1019

cordant. For example, in the cases shown in Fig. 6 the model uncertainties1020

are generally on the orders of up to 7◦ in declination, 6◦ in inclination and1021

6 µT in intensity. Larger uncertainties are seen for Southern South America1022

in some models, but uncertainties for South Africa are not systematically1023

larger than for Europe in any of the models. Therefore it is important to1024

consider how well-constrained a global model is for a given region and time1025

interval when using it for palaeomagnetic chronology refinement. Two re-1026

cent approaches aim at better characterizing model uncertainties. Sanchez1027

et al. (2016) utilized prior information from mean and covariance from an1028

ensemble of magnetic field states of a geodynamo simulation and presented1029

a series of global snapshot models as a step toward archaeomagnetic data1030

assimilation into physics-based models. Hellio and Gillet (2018) proposed a1031

time-correlation based regression using a priori information based on spatial1032

and temporal characteristics of the present-day field. They concluded that1033

their models have statistically coherent uncertainties, and that the model1034

including lake sediments is much better constrained (due to the much larger1035

number of data) than the the one based only on archaeomagnetic data. How-1036

ever, their model predictions, like other global models, do not fully resolve1037

centennial field variations. Many models are freely available and the URLs1038

are given in Appendix B.1039

5.2. Examples of palaeomagnetic age and chronology refinement1040

Palaeomagnetic dating is applied either to refine individual ages mainly1041

of archaeological or volcanic material, or to refine the chronology of a time1042

series of magnetic results, mainly from sediment cores. These applications1043

pose different challenges that may limit the accuracy of the dating improve-1044

ment. Ambiguities in age due to recurring magnetic field values play an1045

important role in failure to refine individual ages, particularly if only one1046

or two field components have been recovered. Moreover, variations in refer-1047

ence curves and models might be significantly smoothed compared with the1048

amplitudes recovered by archaeomagnetic or volcanic spot values. Sediment1049

records in principle should reflect the same field variations as a reference1050
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record and, thus, a direct correlation should be straightforward. However,1051

depending on sedimentation rate and the chosen reference curve, either the1052

record or the curve might be notably smoother than the other, which com-1053

plicates direct correlation. Moreover, the magnetization lock-in age obtained1054

from such a correlation might differ from the sediment age. Uncertainties1055

both in recovered magnetic field values and in reference curves should not1056

be neglected, and it should be considered that estimates of both model and1057

data uncertainties might underestimate true errors.1058

5.2.1. Archaeomagnetic or volcanic age refinement1059

The easiest way to perform archaeomagnetic dating is by visual compar-1060

ison of the measured magnetic directions or intensity to a reference curve.1061

This method was widely used in earlier studies, but is not satisfactory given1062

the uncertainties on both palaeomagnetic measurements and calibration curves1063

(Batt, 1997). Statistical methods that can take uncertainties into account1064

and provide information on the accuracy and reliability of the determined1065

age have been suggested, e.g., by Lanos (2004) and Le Goff et al. (2002), (see1066

also McIntosh and Catanzariti, 2006). The method suggested by Le Goff1067

et al. (2002) is applicable to directional data and uses a bivariate extension1068

of Fisher (1953) statistics together with a test for whether two Fisherian dis-1069

tributions share a common mean direction (McFadden and McElhinny, 1990).1070

The method of Lanos (2004) provides probability density functions for pos-1071

sible dates for each palaeomagnetic component, which can be combined to1072

give the most probable age with estimated uncertainty. Lanos (2004) devel-1073

oped the REN-DATE software to perform these tasks and Pavón-Carrasco1074

et al. (2011) subsequently implemented it in a freely available, easy-to-use1075

Matlab routine (see URL in Appendix B). An example of its application1076

is shown in Fig. 7, where sample values are the average results for pottery1077

kiln Serdica 1 investigated by Kovacheva et al. (2004) and the dating curves1078

come from the SHA.DIF.14k model. The resulting most probable age inter-1079

val ranges from 1599 to 1680 AD and overlaps well with the original result1080

obtained with REN-DATE from the Bulgarian reference curve of 1513 - 16831081

AD (Kovacheva et al., 2004). Two additional intervals about 1000 years older1082

and exceeding the 95% confidence limit illustrate that PSV can only refine1083

chronological information in combination with other information. This ex-1084

ample also demonstrates how knowledge of more than one field component1085

can narrow the most probable ages (compare the combined probability den-1086

sity function with the individual ones in the middle row of Fig. 7). In this1087
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Figure 7: Example of archaeomagnetic age refinement using the Matlab tool of Pavón-
Carrasco et al. (2011). Output model curves for declination, inclination, and intensity
with uncertainty estimates (top, red lines) with the field value of the material to be dated
as blue line with green uncertainty limits. The middle row of panels are the individual
component probability density functions with probable ages above the 95% significance
level (green line) shaded in grey. Bottom panels are combined probability density function
results next to the location map.

example, the most probable ages are mainly constrained by directional data1088

while intensity alone gives inconclusive results.1089

Archaeomagnetic dating has been applied to better understand the ar-1090

chaeological history of sites all over the world with a broad range of ages.1091

Several recent examples demonstrate how the method can provide valuable1092

age constraints, but on its own is often ambiguous or inconclusive. For in-1093

stance, Tema et al. (2013) and Casas et al. (2014) determined the last use1094

of kilns in historical times (18th to 20th century) from inclination and inten-1095

sity results from a site in Italy, and directional results from a site in Spain,1096

respectively, using archaeomagnetic and historical models and confirmed by1097

TL dating. However, the two magnetic components available to Tema et al.1098

(2013) gave two potential time intervals and hence larger uncertainty than the1099

TL dating. A more conclusive application of the method was using full vector1100

magnetic results from two kilns in Greece (Tema et al., 2015). They provided1101

a rather narrow range of probable ages between 100 BCE and 100 CE using1102
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a model for the past 3 kyr, which is comparable to and in good agreement1103

with dates determined by TL dating. Further examples from European sites1104

where directional data helped to confirm or refine age ranges based on ar-1105

chaeological chronologies or radiocarbon include, e.g., kilns from Roman,1106

Medieval and Modern times from Spain and Belgium (Ech-Chakrouni et al.,1107

2013; Casas et al., 2018) or burnt cave sediments from the Bronze age in1108

Spain (Carrancho et al., 2017).1109

As discussed above, past magnetic field variations are less well established1110

for other parts of the world, so it is not surprising that attempts to apply1111

archaeomagnetic dating can be less successful there. Lengyel et al. (2011)1112

attempted to use a directional comparison with the historical gufm1 model1113

to date furnaces, hearths, and cooking structures in the Bolivian Andes. In1114

two cases they found good agreement with the archaeological expectation,1115

but in four cases ages were younger than expected and two examples could1116

not be dated. Similarly, Morales et al. (2015) used intensity variations from1117

a 3 kyr model to determine the ages of Mexican pottery and found one result1118

to be in excellent agreement with archaeological expectation, while another1119

was lower than any part of the curve. It remains unclear whether the failed1120

dating attempts in both examples are due to limited resolution of the curves,1121

earlier ages of the artefacts, or inaccuracies in archaeomagnetic results.1122

The effect of insufficient reference curve resolution, which in particular1123

can be a problem for curves obtained from global models, is shown by Still-1124

inger et al. (2016), who developed a regional Near East reference curve that1125

better describes a strong intensity maximum around 1000 BCE than any1126

existing global model. In a study of material from hearths in South Korea,1127

Shin et al. (2018) found good overlap with radiocarbon ages when using a1128

regional Japanese curve and a 3 kyr global model curve for archaeomagnetic1129

dating of directional data. There was no systematic relationship between1130

the ages obtained from the archaeomagnetic and radiocarbon methods, so1131

they concluded that neither of the two PSV curves accurately represents1132

past magnetic field variations in Korea.1133

Several examples of successful age refinement of volcanics by palaeomag-1134

netic dating are reported in the recent literature. For instance, Speranza1135

et al. (2008, 2010); Tanguy et al. (2012) concluded that palaeomagnetic dat-1136

ing of directional results from Stromboli, Pantelleria, and Etna lava flows1137

in Italy, respectively, considerably narrowed ages obtained from radiometric1138

methods over the whole Holocene using regional reference curves. Similarly,1139

the eruptive histories of two Mexican volcanic areas were refined by Böhnel1140
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et al. (2016); Mahgoub et al. (2017), who used full vector data and reference1141

curves from a global field model. Most of these studies also point out how1142

chronological information from different sources can complement each other1143

to determine the most probable ages. However, the study by Roperch et al.1144

(2015) is another example for an area where palaeomagnetic age refinement1145

remains difficult. Based on results from historically dated Chilean lava flows,1146

they concluded that presently available models seem unsuitable for dating in1147

South America due to the lack of regional data, and that archaeomagnetic1148

dating there should be restricted to the last 3 centuries where magnetic field1149

variation is known from direct historical observations.1150

5.2.2. Sedimentary chronology refinement1151

Sedimentary chronology refinement relies on correlating directional and/or1152

relative palaeointensity variations to a reference curve. In many studies this1153

is achieved purely by visual comparison of distinctive directional or intensity1154

features. For example, it has been common to alphabetically annotate (with1155

either Roman or Greek letters) key declination and inclination swings ob-1156

served in reference records (e.g., Creer, 1974; Creer et al., 1981; Thompson1157

and Turner, 1979; Turner and Thompson, 1982; Ojala and Tiljander, 2003;1158

Snowball et al., 2007). Similar features in the record to be dated have then1159

been linked to these annotated features. More recently, computer algorithms1160

have been developed to automatically match similar features within sediment1161

records, e.g., the Match algorithm by Lisiecki and Lisiecki (2002). An alter-1162

native approach is to incorporate PSV data directly into Bayesian age-depth1163

models to provide additional temporal constraints. This method presented1164

by Nilsson et al. (2018) has the advantage that it uses all available data rather1165

than a few identified PSV features and also takes data uncertainties into ac-1166

count. Beside providing a seamless way to combine PSV age refinement with1167

conventional dating techniques (e.g., radiocarbon) the method also offers the1168

possibility to correct for potential ‘lock-in’ delay in the palaeomagnetic signal.1169

The success of palaeomagnetic age refinement using sedimentary records1170

varies, as indicated by the following recent examples. High-resolution palaeo-1171

magnetic records with robust geochronological controls from near the record1172

in question can be used reliably (e.g., Ólafsdóttir et al., 2013; Roza et al.,1173

2016). Such correlation can be used to determine sedimentation rate varia-1174

tions to interpret environmental changes. Stoner et al. (2007) demonstrated1175

how this approach can be used to transfer available radiocarbon dates be-1176

tween two records to refine age-depth models for both sites. Barletta et al.1177
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(2010) used a global model to refine the chronology of a record from the Beau-1178

fort Sea constrained by only one radiocarbon age. Using only declination for1179

correlation to the model curve and by comparing directional results to other1180

Arctic and North American records, they concluded that millennial-scale di-1181

rectional PSV features recovered by the global model in the region allowed1182

palaeomagnetic age refinement. Suteerasak et al. (2017) successfully dated1183

three Bothnian Bay (between Sweden and Finland) cores through compari-1184

son with the Scandinavian directional stack FENNOSTACK (Snowball et al.,1185

2007). They used them to infer sedimentation rates discussed in the context1186

of crustal uplift. They concluded that radiocarbon ages also obtained for the1187

cores were systematically too old by up to 2500 years. Lougheed et al. (2012)1188

similarly used PSV data compared with FENNOSTACK to infer down-core1189

variations in the radiocarbon reservoir age of dated foraminifera in two sed-1190

iment Baltic Sea cores.1191

6. Spatial and Temporal Correlation1192

The spatial extent over which correlations of PSV features for age refine-1193

ments are reasonable is limited by the complexity of regional field morphology1194

due to the non-dipole field and will, therefore, vary for different locations and1195

time periods (e.g., Shuey et al., 1970; Noel and Batt, 1990; Casas and Incoro-1196

nato, 2007). In general, correlation breaks down with increasing distance. In1197

areas (or times) with steep geomagnetic field gradients, e.g., the present-day1198

South Atlantic, large spatial variations of different field components could1199

lead to large chronological errors if care is not taken. Models of the surface1200

field (Sections 5.1 and 6.1) and surface geomagnetic fields generated by nu-1201

merical dynamo simulations (Section 6.2) can improve our understanding of1202

spatial and temporal field variations. This, in turn, will aid determination1203

of when PSV correlation is valid for chronological refinement.1204

6.1. Correlation based on Holocene geomagnetic field models1205

We can use Holocene geomagnetic field models to determine the distance1206

over which two PSV records can be expected to reflect the same geomagnetic1207

field behaviour on centennial to millennial timescales (e.g., when differences1208

are smaller than data uncertainties). To get a first idea of regional field dif-1209

ferences, we show examples of VADM, declination, and inclination anomaly1210

from the CALS10k.2 field model at increasing distances from a central, mid-1211

latitude location (Windermere, UK) in Figs. 8, 9, and 10. It is obvious how1212
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Figure 8: CALS10k.2 model predictions for VADM (intensity) at Windermere, United
Kingdom (54◦N, -4◦W) (black lines), plotted against model predictions to the N, S, E,
and W of the signal at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 km distances (coloured dots on projections
to the right indicate the location of the time series).

differences to the central record increase with distance in all components.1213

The effect is stronger for directional than for intensity data and is strongest1214

for declinations at high latitude locations close to the magnetic pole.1215

We have extended this analysis by considering global variation of palaeo-1216

magnetic time series away from a central location (again Windermere) for1217

the 10 kyr duration of CALS10k.2. To do this, we produced palaeomagnetic1218

time series of declination, inclination, and intensity over the globe with a grid1219

spacing of 2◦ in longitude and 1.5◦ in latitude away from the central loca-1220

tion. For each field component we calculated correlation coefficients between1221

the Windermere time series and the individual time series of the global grid.1222

Correlation coefficients range from -1 to 1, where 1 is a perfect correlation,1223
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Figure 9: CALS10k.2 model predictions for declination (◦) at Windermere, United King-
dom (54◦N, -4◦W) (black lines), plotted against model predictions to the N, S, E, and W
of the signal at 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 km distances (coloured dots on projections to
the right indicate the location of the time series).
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Figure 10: CALS10k.2 model predictions for ∆I (◦) at Windermere, United Kingdom
(54◦N, -4◦W) (black lines), plotted against model predictions to the N, S, E, and W of
the signal at 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 km distances (coloured dots on globe plots to the
right indicate the location of the time series).
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-1 is a perfect inverse correlation, and 0 is no correlation. For inclination1224

and intensity we used a Pearson correlation coefficient and for declination we1225

used a circular correlation coefficient (Fisher and Lee, 1986). To show global1226

variations of the correlation coefficients we plot them as global contour maps,1227

where correlations are shown at the coordinates of the gridded time series1228

that were compared with the Windermere record (Fig. 11).1229

The non-symmetric correlation patterns seen in Fig. 11 are partly caused1230

by persistent structures in the field and are specific to how the field varied1231

at and around Windermere over the past 10,000 years. The spatial correla-1232

tion maps and the examples in Figs. 8 to 10 suggest that intensity records1233

are most suitable for age refinements over large distances. This is due to1234

the strong influence of (global) dipole strength on intensity variations. The1235

high-frequency nature of PSV features in inclination and declination com-1236

ponents, on the other hand, indicate that correlation of these components1237

on shorter timescales or at shorter correlation distances may produce higher1238

precision results (Figs. 9, 10). However, due to the strong smoothing in1239

the model, all predictions likely over-estimate correlation distances, and cor-1240

relation distances vary greatly with location and with the field component1241

analysed.1242

Moreover, correlation between real datasets and surface model predictions1243

may introduce age offsets in records where local non-dipole field features are1244

detected but are matched to dipolar features in surface models. Model predic-1245

tions from areas of lower data density (e.g., high latitudes and the Southern1246

Hemisphere in CALS10k.2) may only have longer wavelength field structures,1247

so careful review of model data density for the selected location is advised1248

(e.g., Fig. 1 in Korte et al., 2011). In some cases, model predictions may still1249

be preferred over reference records or stacks. At high latitudes, for example,1250

where traditional dating methods may be problematic due to environmen-1251

tal conditions (e.g., Wolfe et al., 2004; Lisé-Pronovost et al., 2009; St-Onge1252

and Stoner, 2011), many studies have opted for direct comparisons of PSV1253

records with CALSxk model predictions (Lisé-Pronovost et al., 2009; Bar-1254

letta et al., 2010; Ledu et al., 2010). For sedimentary records, which are1255

inherently smoothed due to the continuous nature of sedimentation, compar-1256

isons of overall dipole-dominated field model predictions are likely also valid,1257

and correlation distances shown in Figs. 8, 9, and 10 might be applicable1258

depending on the resolution of the record. Considerable discrepancy might1259

be expected, on the other hand, from point-value field measurements and1260

smoothed model predictions. Comparisons with surface field model predic-1261
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Figure 11: Maps of the correlation coefficients of declination, inclination, and intensity
time series from CALS10k.2 compared with the CALS10k.2 prediction for Windermere
(yellow star). Contour lines for R=0.8 (dashed yellow) and R=0.9 (solid white) are shown
for reference.
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tions, thus, may represent one end-member in correlations: smoothed records1262

that are (presumably) largely dipole-dominated and that may be correlated1263

over large distances at the cost of lost local and non-dipole field variations.1264

6.2. Insights from dynamo simulations1265

To overcome limitations with Holocene field models and to investigate1266

correlation length based on a higher resolution long-term model we use an1267

Earth-like dynamo simulation (Case A), to provide synthetic time series.1268

We compute similar spatial correlation maps as in Section 6.1. Details of1269

this numerical simulation are given in Appendix A. In Figure 12 we show1270

temporal evolution of the dipole tilt generated by Case A. The total run time1271

of this numerical simulation is equivalent to about 2.4 Ma, i.e., 60 magnetic1272

diffusion times (MDT). The simulation indicates numerous field excursions1273

and at least 5 field reversals. The reversal rate matches approximately the1274

reversal rate of Earth’s magnetic field over the past 150 million years as given1275

by the Cande and Kent (1995) polarity timescale. We consider temporal1276

and spatial variations of this simulation to be broadly similar and probably1277

slightly more variable than those for Earth. For our correlation analyses, we1278

choose a period of stable field polarity that lasts ∼263 kyr. Results from1279

this analysis can be thought of as the other end member in correlation when1280

compared with the CALS10k.2 correlation analysis: conservative estimates1281

on spatial coherence and resulting maximum expected errors for dating due1282

to the dynamo simulation having higher spatial complexity than the present-1283

day geomagnetic field. An additional advantage of using a dynamo simulation1284

instead of a Holocene field model is that we can generate a large number of1285

plausible geomagnetic field time series to get a statistical measure of spatial1286

correlations of field components at different locations on Earth. There are1287

no external forcing mechanisms in the Case A dynamo, so we do not expect1288

persistent non-zonal (longitudinal) field variations nor persistent differences1289

between northern and southern hemisphere field variations. It is, therefore,1290

sufficient to investigate spatial correlation differences at different latitudes.1291

The normal-SV section of the dynamo simulation run was divided into1292

43 time-series of 100 simulated times steps each, roughly equivalent to 60001293

years. For each time-series we followed the same steps to produce spatial1294

correlation maps as in Fig. 11, but instead of using the location of Winder-1295

mere the maps were calculated for latitudes of 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90◦N1296

and longitude 0◦E and the corresponding coordinates in the opposite hemi-1297

sphere (i.e., 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90◦S, and 180◦E). The distance between1298
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locations at the same latitude but in different hemispheres is large enough1299

that the spatial correlation maps can be considered more or less independent1300

from each other while the lack of persistent hemispherical asymmetries in1301

the dynamo simulation means that they are statistically indistinguishable.1302

In addition to declination, inclination, and intensity we calculated correlation1303

maps based on VGP latitude. Combining correlation maps from both hemi-1304

spheres, we obtain N = 86 samples for each latitude and field component. To1305

visualize the results (Fig. 13), we define a parameter R95 as the 5th percentile1306

of the 86 correlation coefficients R in each map grid cell (i.e., the expected1307

lower limit of R with 95% confidence). Intensity time series at mid latitudes1308

have the largest distances over which high correlations are obtained, which1309

confirms the strong dipole influence in this component and its preference1310

over directional information if no nearby reference curve is available. Differ-1311

ences in latitudinal correlation lengths could be explained by differences in1312

the amount of vector field information contained in the intensity component1313

of a dipole dominated field: at mid latitudes the scalar intensity is influenced1314

strongly by all three orthogonal field components (north, east, and vertical),1315

at the equator the influence is intermediate (mostly north and east, with a1316

small vertical component), and it is lowest at the poles (mostly from the1317

vertical component).1318

Some studies focused on high latitude PSV records seem to suggest that1319

the high amplitude of inclination and declination features recorded close to1320

the geomagnetic poles make PSV correlation especially robust in these lo-1321

cations (e.g., Ólafsdóttir et al., 2013). However, this is only true over short1322

distances, as applied in that paper. From the figures presented here, both1323

inclination and declination time-series quickly become spatially very incoher-1324

ent at high latitudes. This is due to the proximity to the north and south1325

magnetic poles, which introduces site-specific variations in the individual1326

magnetic field direction. In extreme cases, e.g. with the pole moving back1327

and forward between two nearby sites, this could even lead to anti-correlated1328

signals (in this case in inclination). VGP transformation of inclination and1329

declination (see Section 2) is based on a dipole field approximation and, there-1330

fore, removes a large part of the latitudinal field dependence. This probably1331

explains why spatial correlation maps for VGP are more or less indepen-1332

dent of latitude (Fig. 13). Using VGP latitudes also circumvents problems1333

associated with inclination and declination at high latitudes because it mea-1334

sures the geomagnetic pole position instead of the site-specific magnetic field1335

direction toward the pole. We elaborate on this explanation based on two1336
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Figure 13: Maps of R95, the 95% confidence limit of R, for inclination, declination, in-
tensity, and VGP latitude time series from Case A dynamo simulation compared to a
reference time series also from Case A at latitudes 0, 45, and 90◦N/S (locations shown
by yellow star). Contour lines for R95 = 0.8 (dashed yellow) and R95 = 0.9 (solid white)
are shown for reference. Also shown, on the right-hand panel, are plots of the average
distance in km from the reference point to the contour lines for R95 = 0.8 and R95 = 0.9
shown in the corresponding maps.
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examples in the following section.1337

6.3. VGP correlations and dipolar field variations1338

VGP latitude can be correlated over greater distances than declination1339

and inclination alone (Fig. 13). VGP correlation distances are similar re-1340

gardless of site location, whereas for declination and inclination correlation1341

distances taper off significantly at high latitudes. The latter is due to shorter1342

distances between the geomagnetic pole and observation site at high latitudes1343

and we demonstrate here with two examples how large a role variable orien-1344

tation of the tilted dipole plays even without non-dipole field contributions.1345

In Fig. 14, we show a hypothetical example of how a tilted, but other-1346

wise purely dipolar, field is observed depending on the observation site. We1347

simulated a change of the tilted dipole field in time by simply varying the1348

geomagnetic pole (GP) longitude between 180◦ and -180◦, and by keeping1349

latitude constant. In this purely dipolar case the GP path is identical to a1350

VGP path determined at any location on Earth. From this VGP path we1351

calculated corresponding declination and inclination variations at two loca-1352

tions 45◦ apart. There are two important outcomes of this simple exercise:1353

(1) moving the GP around a line of constant latitude varies both inclina-1354

tion and declination at an observation site; (2) spatially separated sites have1355

longitudinally offset inclination and declination variations, which correspond1356

to temporal offsets. Inclination and declination variations between sites (for1357

constant VGP latitude) occur because the dipole axis is either tilted toward1358

or away from the observation site. This is apparent if we consider the inclina-1359

tion of site 1. When the VGP is directly north of site 1 (at 0◦ longitude), the1360

inclination is maximum as the dipole is tilted toward the site. Conversely,1361

when the VGP is at 180◦ longitude, the pole is at its furthest point away from1362

site 1 and the inclination is a minimum. At these two points the declination1363

is zero. When the VGP is directly north of site 1, it is north-east of site1364

2, and therefore gives a smaller inclination at site 2 than at site 1. As the1365

VGP path moves clockwise, the inclination maximum at site 2 occurs after1366

the maximum for site 1. Depending on the rate of VGP change, this results1367

in some amount of temporal offset. The difference between inclination and1368

declination at different sites, although the VGP has the same coordinates,1369

explains why VGP variations in Fig. 13 are correlated over a greater distance1370

than inclination and declination alone. It also highlights that even with a1371

dipolar configuration, offsets in the timing of inclination and declination are1372
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Figure 14: Hypothetical example of the relationship between VGP variations and dec-
lination and inclination changes assuming a dipole field in which a VGP with constant
latitude varies between 180◦ and -180◦ longitude. (a) VGP path (rainbow line) at a VGP
latitude of 75◦. Site 1 (grey circle) and site 2 (black circle) are two locations 45◦ apart
for which declination and inclination changes are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. The
rainbow colour scales above (b) and (c) correspond to the rainbow band in (a).

apparent merely because of the relationship between the observation site and1373

the geomagnetic pole location.1374

We can apply this concept to a real data set and assess the influence of1375

temporal changes when changing the observation site. In Fig. 15a VGP posi-1376

tions are shown for a portion of the MD99-2269 record of Stoner et al. (2007).1377

In Fig. 15b VGP latitude change with time is shown for the same record. To1378

demonstrate how changing the observation site influences declination and1379

inclination when assuming that the observed directional variations originate1380

from a tilted geocentric dipole field, we use VGPs from MD99-2269 to calcu-1381

late the expected declination and inclination for four locations at increasing1382

distances from MD99-2269 (Fig. 15c, d). At Hv́ıtárvatn, a lake in central1383
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Iceland used in the PSV study of Ólafsdóttir et al. (2013) (approximately1384

200 km or 1.8◦ from MD99-2269), the relocated inclination and declination1385

are reproduced almost exactly, with insignificant magnitude differences for1386

the directions. At 30◦ (∼1340 km) due west of MD99-2269, recalculated di-1387

rections are broadly similar to those at the original site. Some directional1388

variations can clearly be correlated; however, the magnitude and duration of1389

others are now quite different, e.g., between 2.5 and 3 ka, and 5 and 6 ka.1390

At 45◦ (∼2010 km) due west of MD99-2269 correlation to the original record1391

is ambiguous for most of the time series. Some features are similar in either1392

inclination or declination, but offset by around 200 years. At 90◦ (∼40301393

km) due west of MD99-2269, there is little resemblance between the original1394

and recalculated records. These differences stem purely from how a tilted1395

dipolar field would be observed at different observation sites. For example,1396

between 2.5 ka and 3 ka, the poles are at their most southerly latitudes (over1397

central Europe) and are far from the site 90◦ west of MD99-2269. The dipole1398

is therefore tilted away from the observation site and the corresponding in-1399

clinations are shallow. Conversely, at MD99-2269, VGPs are much closer to1400

the site and inclinations are, therefore, steeper.1401

Results of this simple exercise demonstrate that using declination and1402

inclination for long-distance correlation can be ambiguous (particularly at1403

high latitudes) and great care must be taken with this approach. Alterna-1404

tively, declination and inclination can be transformed to VGP latitude and1405

longitude; all the declination and inclination variation in Fig. 15c and d then1406

collapses to the same VGP latitude (Fig. 15b) and longitude curves.1407

Note that VGP variation used in this example will likely contain no-1408

table contributions from the non-dipole field and that the real tilted dipole1409

field contribution probably generally varies less on comparable timescales,1410

so that the effect from pure dipole tilt might be overestimated here. Re-1411

gional non-dipole field differences that add to observed regional declination1412

and inclination differences and tend to vary faster than the dipole are, on the1413

other hand, neglected in this example. The observed directional differences1414

in Fig. 15c and d could be of realistic magnitude, however, for the combined1415

effect from dipole axis variations and non-dipole fields. If these curves came1416

from different locations we could expect both effects to contribute to the dif-1417

ference. Non-dipole contributions would, therefore, mean that the conversion1418

to VGPs would not yield identical curves as in this example. However, the1419

difference between VGP records would be reduced in comparison to using1420

declination and inclination records on their own.1421
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Figure 15: Illustration of the dependence of declination and inclination on the observation
site for a dipolar field. (a) Small coloured circles: VGPs calculated from the 2-6 ka portion
of the directional record of MD99-2269 (Stoner et al., 2007). The different colours denote
0.5 kyr segments of the record (see (b) for the time divisions). The large black circle is the
site of the MD99-2269 record; the large grey circle is Hv́ıtárvatn, Iceland; the large coloured
circles are observation sites at certain degrees longitude away from MD99-2269. (b) VGP
latitude from the same portion of the MD99-2269 shown in (a); colours correspond to those
in (a). (c) Declination and (d) inclination at the observation sites shown in (a). The data
shown for Hv́ıtárvatn, 30◦, 45◦ and 90◦ west of MD99-2269 were calculated (relocated)
using the declination and inclination data of MD99-2269 assuming the observed variation
resulted purely from variations of a geocentric, tilted dipole field. Coloured bands above
the plots correspond to the VGP circles in (a) and the VGP latitude segments in (b).
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For VGP correlations to be successful, treatment of declination data from1422

sediment cores needs to be carefully considered. To mitigate the lack of1423

azimuthal orientation, declination data are commonly rotated so that the1424

mean of the record is zero. Such a correction is required prior to making the1425

VGP calculation; however, the duration of the records being compared must1426

be sufficiently long so that the field averages to a zonal field, which might1427

never be the case. If not, an incorrect zero-mean declination rotation will1428

propagate into the VGP calculation and result in differences in VGP latitude1429

and longitude calculated from both records.1430

6.4. Temporal correlation uncertainties1431

Temporal errors resulting from PSV correlations are difficult to quantify1432

because no standardized methods for PSV correlation or tie point selection1433

have been determined. Comparing model curves from different locations by1434

wiggle-matching (i.e., one-to-one matching of specific patterns) can introduce1435

large age errors, as illustrated below with two examples.1436

To illustrate the introduction of age errors by wiggle matching, we use1437

CALS10k.2 model predictions for different locations and field components1438

with a correlation coefficient of R ≈0.8 with the Windermere model curve,1439

(compare Fig. 11) and we compare them with that curve. The records are1440

matched in Fig. 16 via dynamic programming (the Match-2.2 algorithm of1441

Lisiecki and Lisiecki (2002), URL given in Appendix B) with a high de-1442

gree of flexibility, meaning that relatively short-term maxima and minima1443

are matched, as is often done when selecting tie points for visual correlation.1444

The beginning and end points of the records are fixed in this case, which1445

simulates the likely scenario that a palaeomagnetic time-series would have at1446

least two well-established age control points between which to match PSV1447

variations. It can be seen that the high correlation results from similarity1448

of the general trends of the time-series. On short timescales, some features1449

in the curves get offset in time by the matching. Consequently, matching1450

individual components introduces, on average, centennial-scale errors when1451

directional (declination and inclination) records are matched in this way. In-1452

tensity correlations, by comparison, generally have average offsets of >5001453

years. This difference is likely due to the higher-frequency PSV features ob-1454

served in declination and inclination records which make for a good match on1455

Holocene or shorter timescales. Intensity correlations might be more useful,1456

however, on longer timescales and over greater distances due to the largely1457
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Figure 16: Results of matched VADM (top), inclination anomaly (middle), and declination
(bottom) time series from the CALS10k.2 model for the mid-latitude Windermere location
with targets (different for each component) from locations that show a correlation of
R≈0.8. Left-hand panels are normalized field components before running the Match-2.2
algorithm of Lisiecki and Lisiecki (2002). Right-hand panels are results of the matching.
Mean offsets in years for the time series are given in the right-hand panels.

lower frequency global intensity variations and the more dipole-dominated1458

nature of this field component.1459

Assuming that examples from the smoothed inverse model CALS10k.21460

(Fig. 16) might underestimate age errors, we also use predictions from the1461

numerical simulation. We compare time series from numerical dynamo simu-1462

lation runs (N = 86 for inclination, declination, and intensity; see Section 6.2)1463

at 45◦ latitude in both hemispheres for the equivalent of 6,000 years, with1464

correlation coefficients of R≈0.8. In order to estimate the maximum expected1465

errors for visual matching, only the beginning points of the time series are1466

fixed, and endpoints of the target records were allowed to vary. Centennial-1467

scale mean offsets for all three components (inclination, declination, and1468

intensity) are shown in Fig. 17. For both data-based models and dynamo1469

simulations, maximum age offsets for all three components are millennial in1470

scale (for inclination and declination) and greater than millennial-scale (for1471

intensity). Although the dynamo simulation runs do not span the Holocene1472

and do not specifically represent Holocene field behaviour, general agreement1473
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Figure 17: Illustration of correlation from numerical dynamo simulation runs for 6,000
years (based on magnetic diffusion time) during non-excursional field behavior. Signals
and targets were chosen for a correlation coefficient of R≈0.8. Left-hand panels are nor-
malized field components intensity, inclination, and declination for signals and targets
before running the Match-2.2 algorithm of Lisiecki and Lisiecki (2002). Centre panels are
results of the match, and right-hand panels are offsets in years at each time step. Note
that components have been matched individually.
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in error magnitude for field components gives a general precision of PSV tie1474

points on Holocene timescales. However, note that components in this exam-1475

ple are matched individually. In reality, all available component records from1476

one sediment core must agree in the depth-age model after palaeomagnetic1477

age refinement.1478

The precision of palaeomagnetic age refinement can be improved by in-1479

creasing the number of independently and accurately dated tie points (McMil-1480

lan and Constable, 2006), or by matching two or three field components at1481

once. Furthermore, the appropriateness of fit between a palaeomagnetic time1482

series and a reference PSV curve depends on what is being investigated and1483

the timescale in question, and no single method applies to all PSV records.1484

Estimates given here assume no error in the target and reference records. In1485

reality, errors introduced only by correlation of PSV features which are as-1486

sumed to originate from a similar field structure at a location should be prop-1487

agated through from the original, independently dated reference chronology1488

and/or field model, and may be higher or lower depending on the precision1489

of the reference curve chronology and the resolution of the PSV curve being1490

refined.1491

7. Conclusions and outlook1492

Palaeomagnetic directional and intensity variations can aid in dating ar-1493

chaeological artefacts, volcanic rocks and sediments that record the palaeo-1494

magnetic field. In this paper, we provided an overview of how palaeomagnetic1495

age refinement has been applied in archaeological, volcanic, and sedimentary1496

contexts from historical to Holocene times and discussed the potential of1497

the method and its limitations. Prerequisites for age refinement are reliably1498

determined palaeomagnetic data from the material to be dated and the ex-1499

istence of a high-resolution regional palaeomagnetic reference record that is1500

robustly constrained in time.1501

Magnetic field variations are globally well known only over historical1502

times, with declination and inclination well constrained for the past ≈3001503

to 400 years. Direct absolute intensity measurements, however, have only1504

been made since 1840. Global models including all available historical data1505

can be used to predict magnetic field variations reliably for any location on1506

Earth for chronological purposes over these time intervals. Further back in1507

time, our knowledge of the geomagnetic field relies on archaeo- or palaeo-1508

magnetic data. Large enough numbers of data with good independent age1509
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controls must be available for an area in order to establish a reliable regional1510

reference curve. This is not the case globally. Spherical harmonic field mod-1511

els based on archaeo- and/or palaeomagnetic data give curves of direction1512

and intensity for any location on Earth, but their reliability varies regionally1513

depending on data coverage. Millennial and longer timescale reference curves1514

and models do not resolve the full field variability. Variations in the model1515

curves are smoothed and depend on measurement and dating uncertainties1516

of the underlying data and additionally, for sediments, on sedimentation rate1517

combined with sample size and lock-in time. All these factors will have an1518

influence on the success of palaeomagnetic age refinement and must be con-1519

sidered when choosing an appropriate reference curve.1520

Use of a reference curve from a global model has the advantage that it1521

can be obtained directly for the site of interest, whereas the nearest regional1522

reference curve might have been developed for a location several tens to1523

thousands of kilometres away. In this case, care must be taken to ensure1524

that the material to be dated and the reference curve recorded the same1525

geomagnetic signal, and that non-dipole field contributions can be neglected.1526

Strict guidelines cannot be given, but correlation analyses suggest that age1527

errors can easily reach several centuries if only one field component is used1528

and the distance between site location and reference curve exceeds a few1529

hundred km. We recommend that data and reference curve are converted1530

to VGP for directional data and VDM or VADM for intensity when their1531

locations are not the same. Re-location to the site of the reference curve via1532

the dipole field assumption, as is frequently done in archaeomagnetism, has1533

the same effect. In general directions are more suitable for correlation of fast1534

variations over short distances, whereas for larger distances (over ∼ several1535

hundred km) and longer periods, intensities are preferable.1536

For several regions on Earth, particularly large parts of the Southern1537

Hemisphere, our knowledge of Holocene geomagnetic field variations is not1538

yet detailed enough for reliable chronological application. Progress will come1539

from new data that add further information about past geomagnetic field1540

variations. In particular, strong community efforts to produce new Southern1541

Hemisphere and low latitude data will provide reference curves for additional1542

regions and improve global models. Attempts to incorporate uncertainties1543

into global models will give more realistic model uncertainty estimates that1544

improve our understanding of the accuracy achievable in archaeo- or palaeo-1545

magnetic age refinement for individual regions. Important prerequisites are1546

state-of-the-art archaeo- and palaeomagnetic laboratory methods, robust in-1547
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dependent ages or chronologies, and diligent assessment of uncertainties for1548

both palaeomagnetic data and ages. Palaeomagnetic databases that include1549

metadata on methods and all relevant information to update ages if addi-1550

tional information becomes available provide a valuable basis for improving1551

reference curves and global models and we strongly encourage the submission1552

of any new results to such databases.1553
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Appendix A. Geodynamo simulation1567

In this study, we numerically simulated temporal geodynamo behaviour1568

over ≈ 2.4 Myr, with a temporal resolution of about 60 years. The geody-1569

namo simulation used here, case A, represents a self-sustaining, convecting1570

magnetic dynamo and is simulated using the MagIC code (Wicht, 2002).1571

The code provides a full three-dimensional numerical solution of a set of1572

coupled partial differential equations, i.e., Navier-Stokes equation, magnetic1573

induction equation and thermal diffusion equation, respectively (see Chris-1574

tensen and Wicht, 2015, for a detailed description). The non-dimensional1575

parameters that control the dynamo simulation are listed in Table A.1.1576

These parameters signify the importance of different forces in the set1577

of partial differential equations, i.e., the Ekman number Ek relates viscous1578

force and Coriolis force, Prandtl number relates kinematic viscosity and ther-1579

mal diffusivity, and the magnetic Prandtl number relates kinematic viscosity1580

and magnetic diffusivity. Although the control parameters of the simulation1581
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Cases Ek Ra Pm Pr
A 3.0×10−4 2.0×107 3.0 1.0
Earth ∼ 10−15 1023 10−6 ∼ 10−1

Table A.1: Control parameters for the analysed numerical dynamo solutions: Rayleigh
number Ra, Ekman number Ek, magnetic Prandtl number Pm, and Prandtl number Pr.

largely differ from theoretical values for Earth, temporal behaviour from the1582

simulation has Earth-like variations, such as reversals and excursions paired1583

with periods of stable field polarity (chrons). The numerical simulation shows1584

a reversal rate which is comparable to the observed reversal rate of the geo-1585

magnetic field. Here, we consider a polarity change to be a field reversal if1586

the periods of oppositely oriented stable field before and after lasted at least1587

one magnetic diffusion time (≈ 40 kyr). In its total run time of ∼ 2.4 Myr,1588

the numerical simulation has at least 7 such reversals, which is similar to the1589

reported geomagnetic field reversal rate for the last 5 Myr (Cande and Kent,1590

1995; Constable, 2000). The field morphology is also broadly similar to the1591

geomagnetic field. Christensen et al. (2010) suggested various criteria that1592

characterize field morphology in the dynamo simulation. A primary property1593

of the geomagnetic field is the dominance of the axial dipole: its dipolarity.1594

For Earth, the dipolarity is d = 1.4 (Christensen et al., 2010), the value for1595

our simulation is d = 0.4, providing more small-scale field variations as de-1596

sired here. Another criterion rates the equatorial symmetry of the field, this1597

is s = 1.0 for Earth, and a very similar value of s = 0.97 for our simulation.1598

Both values indicate a weak preference for equatorial anti-symmetry. Mag-1599

netic field zonality, also used to characterize dynamo simulations, is lower1600

with z = 0.03 in case A compared to z = 0.15 for Earth.1601

Appendix B. Digital resources1602

In the following we list the URLs of freely accessible databases, com-1603

puter software and global geomagnetic field models that are mentioned in1604

this review paper and can be useful for archaeo- and palaeomagnetic age1605

refinement.1606
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Appendix B.1. Databases and archives useful to Holocene palaeomagnetic1607

age refinement1608

• GEOMAGIA50.v3: http://geomagia.gfz-potsdam.de/index.php1609

Database containing archaeomagnetic and volcanic data and palaeo-1610

magnetic records for the last 50 kyr with detailed metadata, partic-1611

ularly including dating information (Brown et al., 2015a,b). Online1612

query forms exist for archaeomagnetic/volcanic and for sediment data.1613

• MagIC: https://www.earthref.org/MagIC1614

Digital data archive for rock and palaeomagnetic data with portals that1615

allow users access to archive, search, visualize, and download data.1616

• HISTMAG: http://www.conrad-observatory.at/zamg/index.php/data-1617

en/histmag-database1618

Database combining historical, archaeomagnetic, and volcanic data1619

(Arneitz et al., 2017). Registration is required to use the web inter-1620

face.1621

• PANGAEA: https://www.pangaea.de/1622

Broader data archive that includes sediment records.1623

Appendix B.2. Dating tools and global model PSV curves1624

• Matlab dating tool: https://earthref.org/ERDA/1134/1625

Matlab code for determining age probability densities for input of one1626

to three geomagnetic field components from a variety of models and1627

reference curves (Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2011).1628

• REN-DATE archaeomagnetic dating software:1629

http://dourbes.meteo.be/aarch.net/onlytxt/rendate.otxt en.html1630

Program underlying the above Matlab code for Microsoft Windows1631

operating systems (Lanos, 2004).1632

• GEOMAGIA50.v3: http://geomagia.gfz-potsdam.de/index.php1633

Database query forms allow calculation of PSV curves from several1634

global models for any location on Earth (Brown et al., 2015a,b).1635

• CALSxk, HFM, pfm9k model series: www.earthref.org/ERDA1636

The EarthRef.org Digital Archive contains packages of model coeffi-1637

cients and Fortran code to obtain PSV curves. Use the search option1638
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to find model versions. See Section 5.1 and Fig. 5 for references to1639

individual models.1640

• SCHA.DIF European regional model series: www.earthref.org/ERDA1641

The EarthRef.org Digital Archive contains packages of model coeffi-1642

cients and programs running under Microsoft Windows to obtain PSV1643

curves. Use the search option to find model versions. See Section 5.11644

and Fig. 5 for references to individual models.1645

• SHA.DIF.14k global model: http://pc213fis.fis.ucm.es/sha.dif.14k/index.html1646

Information on this model (Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2014a) and Matlab1647

code to obtain PSV curves.1648

• A FM, ASD FM, ASDI FM global models:1649

http://geomag.ipgp.fr/download/ARCHEO FM.zip1650

Direct link to download these models (Licht et al., 2013) and Matlab1651

code to obtain PSV curves.1652

Appendix B.3. Palaeomagnetic and correlation utility programs1653

• Match: http://www.lorraine-lisiecki.com/match.html1654

Software package using dynamic programming to find the optimal align-1655

ment of two signals using penalty functions to constrain sediment accu-1656

mulation rates, available as a command line version or with a Matlab1657

interface (Lisiecki and Lisiecki, 2002).1658

• PmagPy: https://earthref.org/PmagPy1659

Software package developed for palaeomagnetic data analysis written1660

in Python (Tauxe et al., 2016). It includes several routines that can be1661

used in the context of this paper, particularly conversions from mag-1662

netic directions to VGP and intensity to VDM or VADM as mentioned1663

in Section 2,1664

di vgp.py: https://earthref.org/PmagPy/cookbook/#x1-940005.2.291665

b vdm.py: https://earthref.org/PmagPy/cookbook/#x1-730005.2.81666

and the routines used in the context of Fisher (1953) statistics.1667
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